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TEACHERS' MANUAL, SCIENCE CORRELATED WITH BUSINESS CAREERS '

-LEVEL I- (9A- 9B -loA) (RRvised)

Introduction
I

The unit plans in Correlated Science I are intended to be of use to the teacher

in both lesson and team planning. The plans are an expansion of the Correlated

Course Outlitke (Document 1). Units vary in length. The units may be modified,

both in content and duration, to meet the needs and interests of the class.

These plarls sbould be regarded as guides, not as prescribed courses of study.

The 26 units in this group are closely correlated with the learnings in the

Business Careers class. A second group of units, not correlated, 'S provided

on page 72.

The course in science was designed f
in Business Careers, Health Careers,
the pupil who has finished Level II a
vided with substantially all of the
General. Science and General Biology

Objectives

optimum correlation with the'work done
d Industrial Careers,-Level I. However,
well as Level I in Science, will be pro-
bjeet matter of the customary sequence of

440

1. To provido the student with a mcasure of scientific literacy in a science-
,

oriented*socilty.

2. To encourage critical thinking and the questioning attitude.

3. To provide scientific background correlated with Business Careers.

4. To provide basic manipulative skills in science.

Behavori al. Evidences of Attainment of Objectives

. The student is able to use laboratory equipment safely and skillfully.

. The student has a graSp of the underlying principles of machines he will

use in the science laboratory or the Business Careers laboratory.

. The student is ablebto make basic measurements using the metric system.

The student can pass a performance test involving ltboratory skills.

The student can write simple, concise laboratory reports based u on his

experiences. HIS can also make such reports orally2

. The student can profitably read background text material related to science.

. The student has developed a res1ect for laboratory equipment, an4 takes care

not to damage it.

. The student can pass objective tests in subject matter.

. The student functions well as'a member of the team in class and laboratory.

.
The student rendefsclass ands school service.

. The student shows interest in current scientific dewlopmenta.

The student shows evidence of critical thinking.

The student can relate his science background to processes and equipment

used'in business careers.

fr
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Tetichina the General Student

This course of study, has been planned for use in the prdgram for the teaching of

general-students. Since the general student finds it difficult to think in ab-

stract terms the emphasis is upon concrete azhievements through manipulative

skills. Additional motivation is'provided through emphasis upon career appli-

cations..., Audio-visual aids, laboratory experiences and manipulative skills form

the main basis for the lesson development. Motor activity plays an important

role in intellectual development. It should be stressed.

Class Routines

Routines are important in the world of work. -Employers seek to develop routines

-so that work output may become more efficient. In order to prepare pupils to

take their place in our economic society, it is important that they establish

efficient work routines early;

It is expected that each pupil will keep a laboratory notebook in which the

experiments performed and the results obtained will be clearly written. For

example, the teacher may reproduce and distribute direction worksheets. These

should .be copied in the notebook and the results of the experiments added. The

solutions to problems which have been posed as basic for solution through experi-

mentation should be clearly written 'tout and checked periodically by the teacher.

Tne notebook should contain such suggested items as materials which ,were used,

diagrams of apparatus and results obtained.

A second section of the notebook might be devoted to summarization of lessons,

observation charts, homework assignments and the like. Reports and reporting

techniques should be established early through cooperative efforts with the

English teacher.

The class may be divided into committees for efficient methods of distributidn

of Aboratory matdrials, for cleanup, and for other classroom routines. It is

important for the development of good work habits that pupils be held respOns1;.ble

for the efficient completion of assigned tasks and duties.

4
Time Allotments

The ^time allotmenthould be. flexible. It is impossible to determine in advance

the speed of progress of each class. The teachcfr.should feel free to revise

the time schedule as the occasion Karrants. 'There is always the possibility

that certain material may need, extended deNnstrations of techniques, added

explanation, or follow-up lessons by the teacher. It is important for the

teacher to realise that he is not expected to cover everything. The teacher

should plan to use an much time as is needed for successful. accomplishMnt. The

emphases .should be upon pupil accomplit:hment rather than ground covered.

Evaluation

Marks and Gradin(; .

The mark that a pupil achieves will be an important determinaryC in the mind of

the pupil measuring his potential success in the field. If he passes, he will

be stimulated to continue with lie course. if he fails, we have failed; Sue-.
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cess should be a built-in factor in the couite. The final mark is based upon

a complex of factors affecting biz grade. The day-to-day performance in the

classroom is an important consideration in assaying his final grade. His

work habits must be considered. Testomaxks and grades should be taken into

account, but should not bethe final.determinant. Notebooks and homework

assignments must be inspected and checked. ra rewards should be given for

extra work, research-or stIsiy. Credit may b ,iven for voluntary work. Lab-

oratory skills should be tested and graded.

There are other ssIggested possibilities for arriving at a final grade. It

might be a good practice to try several open-notebook 8r textbook tests.

Mastery tests may be given. Here, the pupil tells the teacher when he is

ready for the test, and has mastered the subject. Such tests might even be

given several times before the pupil ,passes. Or, the teacher mi61,t. give lead-

up 'tests before giving the final big test at the end of a unit, to enr re

mastery of sub-divislons:of the subject matter. Reports and cliass contribu-

tions should be rated; along with homework and special assignments. The entire

complex :.)f factors must be taken into account before assigning a final grade.

Suggested Criteria for Marking and:Grading

%--Given a sp eine roblem, is the pupil able to plan and to set up laboratory

equipment, use t is equipment skillfully and arrive at valid conclusions for

the solution-Of the riroblem?

- -Is the pupil able tolrecord neatly and accurately the results of his labora-

tory,experiments?

--Is the pupil able to manipulate laboratory equipment skillfully, efficiently

and safely without damage to himself, to others or to the equipment?

- -Is pupil able to use standard reference books and texts to derive needed .

information? .

the pupil' able to follow printed directions for la:soratory experiments?

- -Can the pupil work successfully as a member of the class team?

- -Does the pupil have efficient work habits as evidenced by his notes, his.

records, his completion of assignments, research, reports and performance

in the laboratory?

Design of the Manual.

This MatillUl IS designed to assist the scnence teacher in the implementation or

the curriculum of Science Correlated with Business Careers. Opportunitier for

correlation botween science the the careers area have been developed in a

series of unit plans. These plans offer demonstrations) pupil' activities, films,

and other references. They should provide considerable help to the teacher in

both lesson and team planning.
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Science Correlated with Business Careers Level I (9A, 9B, 10A)

Unit 1 - Laboratory Safety

These'safety lessons are common to all"three level I Correlated Science

classes, and should be taught in the opening days of the term. It is

recommended, that a set of printed safety rules be distributed, or that

the rules elicited in class be carefully set down in the pupils' note-

books as a summary.

2Alessons

. To learn the importance of working safely.

. To develop a set of useful`'laboratory safety rules.

Materl'a_ls and Loulipment

Test tubes
Racks
Slides
Cover slips
Lizol's solution

Motivation

Microscope
Beaker 500 ml:
Sodium or potassium metal
Onion
Ammonia

Display two beakers, one containing water, the other

State you have fdrgotten which is which. What would

Why? Develop need for special safet precautions in

Development

Concepts and :Understandings

1. A laboratory is only.as safe

as the least safe person in

it. It is the responsibility
of each student to avoid
accidents.

2. Following directions.

. Read directions and fol-

low them exactly.
. When in doubt, ask the

teacher.
. Work quietly;
. Give thmirht to the work.

. Avoid ru:Thinc, 1ut also

avoid wasting time.

a "poisonous solution."
be the safest thing to do?
laboratory.

Procedures and Activities .

Demonstrate: Some, unsafe kinds of behavior

in the laboratory.
* . Shake water-filled un-

stoppered test tubes.

. Pretend to hand-hold tent
tube in Bunsen flame.

. Allow water to boil over in
a test tube.

Elicit: Dangers in these actions.

Demongtrate:

h.

Two students come up. Each ip

to prepare a slide of an onion

cell. Materials are at hand.
One student has a proper lab-
oratory sheet, the other has

none.

Elicit: AdvatitaLc:; of havi ng dIruction:: and

following them.
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Concepts and Understandings Procedures and Adtivities

Poisons
. Nothing should be eaten,
drunk, or chewed in a
laboratory.

. Avoid any situation which
may lead to any chemical
being taken internally.
Most chemicals are poison-
ous.

Protective items
. Protect clothing by wear.-
ing aprons. *Many chem-
icals can eat holes in.
clothing.

. Protect eyes with goggles
when working with danger-
6us chemicals.

. Spattering of liquids or
flying particles from a
shattering substance can
cause serious eye injury,
cuts and burnA.

Demonstrate: Add sodium or potasSium to
water to create a small *Oc-.'

plosion.

Caution:. Determine befoiehand the amount

of sodium or potassium that w_ill

produce the desired effect.' Start
with a, piece half the size of a

pencil eraser. The solution re.-

mainingin the water it caustic.

5. Wash away with quantities of Demonstrate: Proper method of quidkly

water any chemical spilled
on the skin, clothing or desk.

Many substances cafe burn or

irritate the others

can cause firer

G. When observing the odor of

a substance, fan the gas

toward your .nose. Do not.
put your nose directly over
the material.

washing away spilled reagents.

'Set up three test tubes half filled with

liquids. Ask a student to identify the

one containing ammonia, using proper tech-

nique.

Summary

Develop rules for safety in the laboratory o be recorded in notebooks.

Sugf;c:Ited Visual Aids

1. Films concerned with laboratory safety. Address:

Indiana University
Audio Visual,Aidn Department
Bloomingdale, Indiara

Public Health :lervice
Division'of Occupational Health

Washington,D.C.
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Visual Scipmces
Sufern, New York

2. rosters on Laboratory safety. Write to:

The Chemieal roster Company
619#empain Road
Iowa City, Iowa

e
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/Business Topic: Working in a Store

.
!Science Topie: Controlling the Indoor Environment

Unit 2 - Heat and Temperature

Time: 2 to 3 lessons

Aims: .
(Introduction) To examine some ways in which we control our indoor

surroundings to make them more comfortable and healthful.

. To learn the differtnce between heat and temperature.

. To study some devices that sense changes:.in temperature.

Development:

Concepts and Understandings

1. We are able to control vari,

ous factors in our indoor

surroundings.
.Temperature,
.Moisture
.Air pollutants (dust, smoke;,

pollen)

.

a

Procedures and Activities

Display :, Pictures showing a store that is

obviously air-conditioned, and an old-time

attire "cooled" by overhead fans.

Demonstrate: Filtei.ing dust from the air.

See The General. Science Handbook, Exer.
. 2638. (Bureau of Secondary Curriculum

Development, N.f. State' Education Depart-

ment, Albany, N.Y.) 0-

Elicit: .Factors that we can control in

the air
-Movement of air

- Heating

-Cooling
-Moisture content
-FiltINition of dust, pollen, etc.

NOTE: "Conait,10ning"'refers to the

control of all'of the above
factors; the: term some-

times used. 14-e'clit,-,ly to indi-

, cate mere cboling of the air.

.What is gained:
-comfort

health
-preservation of food:;

.Places that are oonditioned:
-homes,' hotel;
- stores, re.,ta.tzrauits
-auto, buses, trains, p.l.ant!::. shir,
-theaters acid i tori (AC

.How fi store may rAin by eon(litionin,;:
- more customer! enter
-customers linur loncor, buy more
-relaxed, comfortable feelinE of
customer may lead to sa_les N

-eiployees' comfo.,-t and morale are

iltroved .



2. Control of temperature is
achievedy'control of the
amount of neat introduced
or .t awn from a place.

, Heat and ,mperature are

not the same thing.'

3. We make use of various dc-
vicei to. sense tempera-

turLz.,

7
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Demonstrate: Two similar%beakers stand on the

same -hot plate. Beaker "A" contains a
quantity of water obviously less than, the
quantity in beaker "B". A thermometer is
suspended in each beaker.

Elicit:
.Water in "A" boils first. Its temperature'

at.boiJng is close to 100°C.

.When the water in "B" comes to a'boil, its

temperature, too, is close to 100°C.

.If A and B are put into contact, no heat
will go from one to the other because the

water in both is at the same ImpssALLIK(2. If

they, were at different temperatures, heat

would go from the water,of higher tempera-

ture to the water of lower temperature.

The amount of heat in "B" is greater because

there is mpre water there (greater volume)'.

Because the greater volume could absorb more

heat, it.took longer to come to a boil.

Demonstrate: (review) Our senses are not
accurate reporters. -PUpil places his left

hand' in bowl of hot water, right hand in

cold water. Then both hands are placed

in a bowl of tepid water. Left hand re-

ports sensation of cold, right hand a sen-

sation of hot.

Elicit: Need for accurate methods of deter-

mining temperatures.

Demonstrate: .Therm-meters of various type°

air, alcohol, mercury, indoor, outdoor,

cooking, thermograph, bimetal strii), etc.

Elicit:
.They serve many purposes,, but these thermo-

meters all are based on the expansion and

contraction of a metal or a liquid by heat

and cold.
.Use of Centrigrade (Celsius) and Fahrenheit
scales (briefly - these are takcn up in the

Yealth and Industry Science correlations.)

Demonstrate: Action of a thermostat in. con -

trolling heating plants, Tip' General'Seienee

Handbook, Exer. 2634, 2635.

Pupil Activities:
.Report, on special Ug02 of thermometers in
industry and in commercial food preparation.

*Report on thermostats, and how they control

{?rem. of a house Or store:



.Teams 9f pupils mcasure'and record tempera--
tares in several., classrooms at floor, rear -
door, wi.ows, on a ladder several feet up.
INF can w. account for the considerable
differences in temperature in the ..same rpm?
(To lead to the concept of transfer.of heat.
taken up in 'the next unit.) .

fv,

AA.

a
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Business Topic: Working in a Store

Science Topic: Controlling the Indoor Environment

Unit 3 - Transfer of Heat

Time: 3 to 4 lessons

.

Allis: . (Review of 7th'yeir science) To study ways in which heat moves from
one place to another (transfer of heat).

. (Review of 7th year science) To study the nature of heat conductors

and insulators. .

. Tolearn'how we use heat'transfer, conductors, and insulators in con-
. trolling the indoor environment. '

c.

Develozment:

Concepts and Understandings

To control indoor temperatures,
we must know how heat moves, and
hew to control its movement.

1. Heat moves by conduction
(transmission within a sub-
stance by molecu/dr.colli-
sions). There are great
differences in the rates at
which different substaneds
conduct heat.

,Procedures and Activities

Demonstrate :' Conductometer, with wax rings
at end to show that-,different metals con-
duct heat at different,rates.

Elicit:. As heat speeds up' the motion cif
molecules; they collide with and speed
up the motion of a\djaeent molecules, and
so on, so that heat moves through the
substance by conduation.

Discuss:
.Some substances, such as metals, conduct
heat well (conductors), while others con-
duct very poorly (insulators).
.Some uses of good conductors: metal cooking
utensils, metal radiators.
.Some uses of insulators: pot handles, rock
wool and other building insulators, asbestos
over hot water pipes.

Demonstrate: Conductors and insulators.
.Pupil holds glass and metal rods in flame.
Which is the good conductor,of heat?
.Place an ice cube in the bottom of a Pyrex
test tube. Hold it down with a metal nuts
or washer, and fill tube nearly ful.1 of

water. Boil water by directing the Bunsen
flame toward the upper part of the tube.
Why doesn't the ice at the bottom melt?
.Hold match at side of Bunsen burner, gas
valve open. Why doesn't the burner light?
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Concepts and Understandings

2. Heat moves by convection
(a current in a liquid or
gas, caused by uneven heat-

ing.)

3. Heat moves by
(rays or waves
e.g., infrared
reach us from

of enemy;
rays that

the stll.)

Procedures and Activities

.Glass, air, and water are poor conductors

(thqrefore good insulators).

.Some insulating usesfof glass and air:

.-glass-lined hot water tanks.
-storm doors and windows make use of a

layer of air as an insulator

Di-splay: Examples of insulators asbestos:,

rock wool, glass wool; mood, insulated

ice-cream bag

Pupil Activities:
.Pupils feel meal andfirood parts of their.

desks. Both are at same temperature, yet
metalXeels colder. Why?

.Make lint of substances commonly used for

their insulating or conducting propertie3.

Demonstrate: Heat maybe transferred in a

gas or liquid by a (convection) current.
The warmer portion of the substance rises,

while the cooler part falls:

.Heat a beaker of water !fear one side* Some

bits of sawdust in the water will circulate,

showing the presence of the convection cur-

rent.
.Heat of a match held close o ver the hand

is barely felt. Heat rising by convection

can be felt many inches away when match is

held under the hand.
'Ventilation and convection currentsof air.

See The General Scirnce Handbook, Exer. 1641.

Elicit:
.The warm part of the gas or liquid rises; .the

cooler part, of it falls, setting up a circu-

lation.
.Best way to ventilate a room.
.Why aren't radiat rs usually hung from the

ceiling to save f oor space?

Demonstrate: Operation of radiometer.

Elicit:
.Energy for turning the radiometer comes from

the sun, 93 million miles away.
.There is no intdrvenirig substance in space

tocarry the sun's heat by conduction or

convection.
A third method of heat transfer is radiation.

Rays or waves of heat and light can move

through space.,



Concepts and Understandings
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Procedures and Activities

Dtmonstratc: Absorption .and, reflection of

radiation. Use two similar empty food cans,

one shiny, and one painted black,, Fit each

can with a thermometer. Place a lichted
lamp halfway between the two, and note
higher temperature readings in the can

painted black.

Elicit:
.Experience of touching black fender and

shiny chromium on a can on a hot day. Fe.nder

feels hotter. Why?
.Relation to silvered eye shields and white\
or silvered space suits of astronauts.

.Relation to spinning of radiometer, above.

Demonstrate:- Sectioned thermos bottle.

/
\m

Elicit: Thermos bottle, is designed to avoid

conduction, convection, radiation.

Films: (All available from BAVI)

iHeat Its.Nature and Transfer - (11 mj.n.)

.Learning About Heat nirmin.)

.Nature pf Heat (11 min.)

%.***.***-"---

Oft

is
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Business Topic: Working in a Store..

Science Topic: Cofatrolling the Indoor Environment

Unit 4 Heating and Air Conditioning-

Time: 3 to 4 lessons

rim: To learn how homes, offices, and stores are heated and air-cOnditioned.

Develoyment:

Concepts and Understandings

1. Heating a building usually
requires: /

.The burning of some type of

fuel to produce heat. _

Jk. method of distriputing the
heat-throughout-thObuilding
Common methods are:
-h6t air
- hot water

- steam

-radiant he'ating (hot pipes
or heating elements em-
bedded in floor.)

. .

Procedures and Activities

Discusb: Types of fuel and" their advantages

and disadvantages:
.coal '
.011 '

..gas

. -

..FfIM: Aelur Common, Fuels (11 min.) r Available

from:I-DAVI

Demonstration-and chalkboard diagrams (or

charts - types' of heating systems: '

..Hot air heating,.

. .Hot water heating see the General
Science. Handbook, Exer. 2631

.Steam.. See Handbook, Exer. -g632

.Radiant heating

Discuss: Advantages and disadvantages of
each type of heating system.

Pupil Activities:
.A class visitto the school heating plant*. '

by arrangement with the custodian. What

fuel? ,What heating system?
tory and safety devices? 'What information

from meters and gauges? What attention

needed to run system? What maintenance

needed? What skills do workers need?
.Assign pupils to .compilation of a report,'
based ,on research in visits to neighborhood .

homes, stores, offices, factory buildings,

and garages. Same questions as class visit,

above.

2. Air- conditioning a build- Display: Diagram of a central air-conditlopingt
ing (or a room) requires: system..

.A means of cooling, filter-

ing, and dehumidifying air. ,

.A means of circulating con-
ditioned air through the
building (or the room).



Concepts and Understandings

The'operation of both re-
frigerators and air condi-
tioners is, based on the
principle that an evaporat-
ing liquid causes cooling.

4
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Procedures and Activities

Elicit:
.The air is cooled by a refrigerating system,

and also filtered and dehumidified.

.The c9nditioned air is driven by fans and
circulated throughout the building in ducts.

Demonstrate:. Cooling by'the evaporation of a .

volatile liquid. See ftsics Itandbodk,
Exercise 2.28,a and b. (Bureau of Secondary
Curriculum Developijent, N.Y. State Education

pepartment.)

Elicit:
.Change of the volatile liquid to gas re-

,
moved heat front the thermometer.
.Rapid evaporation of ethyl - chloride removes

heat from s n fast enough to freeze it... .--,

\Eltaporation f alcohol is a common way to

cool the s n of a feverish patient; he is

given an alcohol rd p. .

.Cooling effect of eporation -of water from

a wet bathing suit.

Display:
.Chart or diagram of essential parts of re-

frigerator..
.An old refrigeration unit, or parts of one,

if available.

Discuss: The refrigetation cycle.

.A,yolatile liquid is pumped through pipes in

the mechanism. It reaches an expansion point,

where it evaporates suddenly; inevaporating;
the liquid is cooled.",
.The cool gas passes along through coils within

the refrigerator, removing heat from them, and

thus from within-the refrigerator.

.A pump, compresses the gas so it again,becomes

a liquid, and is heated in the process\.
.The heated liquid passei-Ehfough ahothWff t

of coils (usually found' behind theref:agerator

in the home kitchen type). , \

.The heat is given off from the coils to\the

outside air.
.The cool liquid is now ready to pass through

the expansion point again, to evaporate and

cool the coils inside the refrigerator.

4 4

Elicit: Air conditioner:, operate like refrig-

erators through which Air is blown to be

cooled.



Con'cepts and Understandings

4. Proper insulation of a build-
ing is an impoitant factor
in heatinR and -air-condition-
ing it economically.

..t

I-

I

Procedures and Activities

'Pupil Activity: The importancg of insulation.

See The General Sciencellandlbook, Exer. 2636.

Display: Rock wool, sheet rock,-glass wool,
other insulating materials.

Elicit:
.Why is it good business to insulate stores and
office buildings, even if the initial costs

are high?
.Revolving doors are expensive and they take up
valuable space in stores. Why are they used?
What other means are used to save on heat and
air conditioning at.entrances?.

04
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Business Topic: Working in a Store

Science Topic: Controlling the Indoor Environment-

0

Unit 5 A Refrigerating and Fr6ezing Food

Time:
v"."-..""m"

to 3 lessons

Aims: . To learn how foods are preserved by the use of lo

. To learn some precaltions needed in the commercial h
preserved by low temperatures..

Develbpment:

Concepts and Understandings('

ti

1. Foods may be kept from spoil-
ing by being held at low
temperature

L

2. Advantages of low tempera-
pure preservation of food.
.convenience to consumer in
less frequent shopping,
easier preparation
.availability of out-of-season
foods
.availability of perishables
not otherwise available; e.g.,
pineapples or oranges in
New York, lobsters in midwest.

3. Several types of low-tempera-
ture treatment are used in
'ood preservation.

%

eratures,
oiling of foods

Procedures and Activities

Display: Moldy bread or oranges, sour milk,
or other spoiled foods.

Elidit:
.EVidences by which we recognize food that

is spoiZad.
.Meaning of "smiled" - not merely lack of
freshness; but a chemical change in the
food.
.Reasons ford avoiding spoiled food,' both
esthetic and. physiological.
.Spoilage comes about through the activities
of organisms such as molds 'or bacteria:
.Low temperatures kill or slow thy growth of
these organisms, and o prevent or slow the

spoilage of food.
.Refrigeration temperatures range below 50°F.

to near freezing, freezing temperatures
range beneath 32 F. to below 0°F.

Discuss: Advantages to the sh6pper in buy-
ing larger quantities that can be kept
in home refrigerL%or or freezer.

4

Pupil Otivity: Class ;visit to a nearby
supermarket, by preprrangement with the
manager. Pupils list, with help of man-
ager, foods that must be preserved with

low temperatures. Vhich foods are out-of.c
season? Which foods come from a long
distance?

I,



#

WM,

Concepts and Understandings

*Refrigeration

.Quick-freezing

.Freeze-drying

4

ProceduresandActivities

Elicit: On chalkboard, place list of foods

that are normallicept by refrigeration
(50°F. to Owe freezing).

Display: Shattering power of ice formation.-
A bottle, filled to the top with water,
with screwtop firmly tightened, is placed
in freezing compartient of refrigerator
overnight. For safety in handling, the
bottle should,be_in some type of container,*
e.g., a paperboard box.

Elicit: ,\
ater expands as it freezes.

..Cells of some foods are- torn apart as water

in them freezes. Example: pulpy oranges

on- tres during a frost in Florida.

.Slow freezing causes formation of large

ristals of ice. These tear the cell walls

of the food product.
Aquick.4freezing (at temperatures of:-10°F.

to -20°F.) causes formation of small ice

crystals. These do not tear-the cell walls..
Once frozen, the food may be stored at

' temperatures of 00 to 10°F.

Demonstrate: Evaporation under'vacuum condi-

tions. (NOTE TO THE TEACHER: It should

be made clear that this demonstration is

NOT freeze-drying. It shows only the
evaporation of water under vacuumVondi-

tions.),
Place copper sulfate crystals in a Match

glass, and set on a vacuum plate under

a bell jar. After a few minutes of
evacuation of air, observe change of color
in crystals from the normal bite of hy-

drated copper sulfate (CuSo4.5H20) to the

anhydrous state (white). As a control,
place some crystals in a watch glass on

the desk. Reference: "Consumer Reports"
August,1968 - information on freeze-dried
coffee.

biseuss: Freeze-drying a new process.
.Food is frozen, then dehydrated under

vacuum.
.Far less bulky, containing very tittle

water (used by astronauts).
.Food may be stored at room temperature,

reconstituted with water.



40*

;

Concepts and Understandings

4. Oreat'care is needed in the
handling of low temperature

.3

foods in stores.

Procedures and Activl.ties

Discuss:
.Donger of refreezing thawed food

.Need to provide against power failures

.Need to store frozen foods quickly after

unloading from freezer-delivery trucks

.Use of doors on vertical cases, but not

on horizontal cases. .
(Review convection

currents.) Relate to safe.storage height

limit in horizontal cases.

Pupil Activity: 'You are the manager of a .

_large frozen food ction in a new super-

market. Write rules to be fol-

lowed by your as i start who are all

without experi ork.
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Business Topic: Working in a Store

Sciepcv To2ic: Controlling the Indoor Environment

Unit 6 - 'Wearing Apparel and Heat

Time: 2 to 3 ledbons

. e

. Aims: .To study the relation between clothing and body heat..

To study the effect on body heat of the texture, color, and weight

of clothing.

Development:

Concepts and Understandings

Our bodies. produce: heat.
.-When it Is celd, we must in-
sulate them to, prevent loss

of heat. 9

2c Our bodies need insulation
in hot weather -as well.

os..re4e.".

ocedures and. Activities
/.

licit: Our bodies, at a temperature of
98.6°F., lose heat to the surrounding
air, which is almost always cooler.

ing is the insulation.)
.Like houses, be insulated against
:*heat loss. Mi..
.Air is a good insulator'.
.Birds fluff up their feathers in the cold,

providing more dead air spaces among the
feathers, for better insulation.
.We use blankets that %re fluffy because
they have great numbers of dead air spaces,
providing good insulation.

0

Demonstrate; Examine cloth of wool and of

cottom in microscope. Note and compare
air spaces in each type.

Elicit: We wear clothing with many dead
air spaces in the fabric. The air spaceii-

provide insulation against loss of body

heat.

Demonstrate: Use potholders to pick upshot

beakers or flasks.

Elicit:
.With the beakers, the problem isto prevent

the body from pining heat from the hot

glass.
.Potholder!, like blanket:: or clothes, have
many dead air spaces for /insulation. _

.Display asbestos blanket. Suits made of
non-flammab.0 asbestos insulate fire
fighters against heat gain from fire.
.We must be insulated against heat-gain from

the sun in hot weather.
.Clothing must be thin enough to allow
evaporation of perspiration.

Cl/



P
C epts and Understandings

. .

3. The color of cloth may
affect its usefulness as
clothing.

-17-

Procedures and Activities

.Wools are generally favored in winter for

their high insulating property.
.Cottons are preferred in summdr, to pro-
vide some insulation§ but also allow
evaporation of perspirati,n.

Demonstrate: Use two idenstical empty Food

cans. Darken the surface of one can,

leaving theother shiny. Fill both cans

with ice cubes, place a thermometer in

eaca can, and set fide cans equidist4q._

from a lamp.

Demonstrate.: Light. and dark cloth.squares,
identidal except for color, are exposed
to the sun, or under a lamp. Allow

pupil to feel both, sense temperatur.

Elicit:
.Dark can absorbs more heat. Dark cloth

absorbs more heat.
.Relate to use of light-colored clothing in

warm climates:
.Relate to silverec. visors, white
vered clothing of astronauts.
.Psychological factor also exists
use4of light-colaed clothing in
weather.

or sil-

regarding
ward'

Pupil Activity: ,Write a paragraph-disCussing

.
the types of cloth most popular with-

clothing customers at particular times

of the year. v, 1-,

Reference:
.Filmstrip (free) Man-Made Fibers;
.Booklet (free) Guide to Man-Made Fibers:

Available from Man-Made Fibers
Producers Association
350 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10001
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Business To.0c: Working in a Store

Science Topic: Light, the Sileht Salesman

Unit 7 - how Light-Ts P'r'oduced

p
're

Time: 1 to .2 lessons ,

.C. "-.
1

%

r_____.
.

-...
.

. t.-
Aims: . TO Appreciate the role of lighting in displays and, on the sales floor.

. To learn howtlight is produced.
.

Developmeht:
(.

Concepts and Understandings

1. Light plays
I;
an important part

in the successful operation
of a store.

. se"

2. In order to see, we must
have some kind of light.

Procedures and Activities

Assignment made previously:. Pupil" to ottr:45(.

serve window displays of selected stores

in the vicinity or tlitschoo14_as well
as selectedidisplay cabinets in the

school halls.
6

Ellit:
44.

-

.Emotional reactions of pupils to displays
that are well-designed and executed, vs.
those where little effort is made to attract,
amd hold the observes:. -

.Relate to the pleasant reaction on seeing
attpacEively arrangJ food vs. foltd "thrown

at you".
c"--

.
.Some elements ofdisplay;.
:variskindsof light :

4 1.
.-

-no deep sha4ows,
-use of or in pi,gmentjtand 1igh4s

11/4- ,

et
.

Demonstra "Black" (ultra ,-violet) ligilty

with fltorescing minerals or ehalk.,.Re7 )

late to diciplays,4heatY ,ical use
. ...,..,

,
.

Ilk

Demonstiate: Arrange a class visit to
school' darkroom. If not possible, use,"

a rbowwtere.shades can produce virtual

.darkness. Observe hands, faces, boolts:c :

then illuminate with electric lamp or
flashlight.

Elicit:
.We can see objects only if light from them

reaches our eyes.
.Some objects (lamps, flashlights, the nun)

give off their own light. They are sources

of light.
.Most objects (books, fhces, the moo,,) are.'

seen only when licht from a source is ro-

fleeted by the'objeet% A



Conceits and Undrstandinu-

3. a. Nearly all the liolt*bg
--i4hichvc see, comes from
some hot substance Giv-
ing off light. energy..

b. A small amount of light
energy results from cool
reactio: ox from radio-

activity.

ft

Piocedures and Activities

Demonstrate and list: Light of match,
Bunsen burner, burning of magnesium rib-

, bon (CAUTION: Warn pupils against look-

. ing directly at flame!), glow of a heated
metal rod, light bulbs with visible fila-
ments.

'Elicit: Although the heat, was obtained in
various ways, the light in all cases was
the result of heating some substance.
What substances are heated when we see

-sunlight
-a star
-a spark
-lightning
-a bonfire

Display:. Pictures of luminescent dee*?-sea

organisms

Elicit: Light of fireflies as examples of
lighii without heat.

,'Demonstrate: Production of light by chemical

reaction. Prepare aro solutions:
Solution No. 1, is made by' dissolving 11.

teaspoon of lye in a pint or water. Then
dissolve R piece of lumina', u inch in
diameter-in this solution.
Solution No. 2, is made by dissolving
teaspoon of potaqium.ferricyanide in a,
pint of water. Td this solution is added

an equal amount of A hydrogen peroxide.
In a dark roam, both chemicals tr. added
simultaneously to 1 gallon of water in a

transparent container, A clearly visible

glow is seen.

Demonstrate,: Glow of an alarm clock with
Luminous dial. Geiger counts may be
used to detect radioactivity.

Pupil Activity:
.Examine clear electric bulbs. Note elee--

.trical connections, tungsten wire filament.
Why doesn't the filament burn up in the

intense heat?
.Compile a list of unusual light sources,

e.g., meteors, comets, luminous fish, fire-

flis, luminous bacteria, etc. In each

case, what'is the cause of the light given

off?

Film: Learning About Light(8 - pail..-.-.
able'from BAVI

-

.t
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-Business Topic.: Working in a Store

Science Topic: Light, the Silent Salesman

Unit 8 - Transmission of Light

Time:. 1 to 2 les;ons

c
Ai .To learn how light moves

Developmeat:

Concepts and Understandings

.2 1. Light is a form of energy.

2; Light travels trans-

verge-waves.

4,1

Procedures and Activities

Demonstratd: Shine a light on a radiometeT

4 to cause it to spin.

Elicit:
.Energy is needed to make anything move.
.Energy was required to make the radiometer

spin.
.Light is one form of enerr.
. (Review - Some other forms of energy
-sound, heat, etc.)

Demonstrate:! Energy moves through water in

transverse waves. See _ScierceGraAe2,
p. (Curriculum Bulletin No. 9,
196$-69' Series, Board. of Education of

the City of New-York.)
I-

Elicit:
.Energy moves away from point at center where

it was applied by the falling piece of

chalk.
.The energy moves by the creation of a series

of waves (transverse waves) that are visible.

The water is the medium through which the

energy is spread.

3. Unlike'solind, light needs Demonstrate: Bell in vacuum apparatus.

no medium through which to When bell can no longer be heard, aim

travel. lighted ',flashlight through bell jar.
4

Elicit:

At

'.Air in the bell jar is the medium through

which the sound waves spread.
.As the quantity of air in the bell jar is

decreased, the solid grows fainter, until

we no longer hear it. But we continue to
see the clapper of the bell moving, and we

can see light from the flashlight.
.Sound waves must have a medium through
which to travel.
.light does riot need such a medium, e.g.,
light of the sun and stars reaches us
through the vacuum of space.



Concepts ind Understandings

4

Light travels in
straight lines.

.10

k

5. Light travels at enor-
mously high speeds.

J

Procedures and Actixities

Demonstrates;Thr,DRil Activity: Light travels

in straight lines.
.Pupils try to see light through a 15" piece
of-rubber tubing; this is possible only if

the tuba is held straight.
.See also Science, Grade 9, p. 32

Elicit:
.Sound waves can spread around corners.
dight.tiavels in straight lines Nn±y.
..We cannot see people around a corier, or

behind. us, but we can hear them.
.We can use mirrors to-change the course of

light.
.Usefulness of mirrors in clothing stores,

especially use of maniple reflections so
'customer may see many views of himself.

Elicit:
.Lightning is seen before thunder is heard.

J.Light moves faster than sound,

Discuss:
d of sound. See EsisicaGra,
15-16.

.(Optional) Method used, by Roemer to deter-
mine .the speed of ligh.A. See Science,

Grade 9, p. 32.



Business Topic:, Working in a Store

Science Topic: Light, the Silent Salesman

Unit 9 - Color

.Time: 1 to 2 lessons

4

Aims: . To learn how colors are produce.
. To left= how colbr may be used to advantage in sales displays.

Development:

Concepts and Understandings
0

1. "White" light is made up of
other colors.

2. The color of an object is
the color it reflects or
transmits.

3. (Optional) primary colors
(both in lights and in
pigments) can be mixed to
produce other colors.

Procedures and Activities

Demonstrate: Formation of spectrum-by a prism.
See Science Grade9, p. 56. ,

.Colors'Come from the "breaking-apart" of the
white light..

.)We see `seven clearly iden'tifiable colors, but

there arc a large number-of gradations. All
the colors we see make up the visible spectrum.
.There are other colors, invisible to our eyes,

----'--present in the spectrum, e.g., infra-red and

ultraviolet.
.If the colors of the spectrum can be reassembled,
we should get back 'w! Ate" light.

Demonstrate: Use of magnifying lens or inverted
prism in colbr box to recombi. spectrum
into a white beam.

Discuss: Other visible spectra seen: rainbows,

diamonds, oil films on water, etc.

Display: Opaque and transparent objects of
various colors. Include filters.

Discuss:
.In ordinary (white) light an opaque object
may absorb most colori and reflect one. We
see the reflected color, (e.g., an object that
reflects only red light appears red to us.)
.With transparent objects,a certain color may
get through (be transmittedY, while other
colors are absorbed. The transmitted color
is the color w see.

Demonstrate: Color mixing. See sic:

Handbook, p. 150, Exercise 3.65 (Bureau of
Secondary Curriculum Development, State
Education Department, Albany, N.Y.)



Concepts and Understandings

Colors, display, and
selling.

NI&

ON'
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Procedures and Activities

Elicit:
.Certain colors of light, called the primary
colors; may be mixed to.produce other colors.
.In pigments, a different set of colors are the

primaries_. Lake the primaries of light, they
may be-used to produce new colors.

Pupil Activity: Color mixing. Pupils use mag-

nifying lenses to examine colored pictures

from magazines. Which colored dots repre-

sent theprimary colors? Which primaries

are used to produce the impression of green?

Orange?

Demonstrate: How%not to, light a display. A
mercury vapor or sodium vapor lamp gives a

ghastly tone to skin. .

Elicit:
.Why don't stores use mercury or sodium lamps

for display or on the selling floor?
.What kinds of lights are used so customers
will see merchandise and themselves in the

most flattering way?
.How are colors used to make merchandise stand

out invitingly against the background?
.What color'of lights display meat products

most temptingly;
.Why do custl*ees sometimps'like to look at

merchandise in sunlight instead of inside

the'store?
.What colors of light create moods of relaxa-

tion and coolness?
.What colors are associated with a feeling of

excitement and tropical climate?

Film: Color (6 min.); available from BAVI
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Business Topic: Working, in a Store

Science Topic: Light, the Silent Salesman

Unit 10 - How We See

Time: "2 to 3 lessons

NOTE TO THE TEACHER: The structure and function of the eye are a part of the

Science correlation with Health Careers, Level I. Structure and function should

here be presented (or reviewed) briefly, and major emphasis given to the material

on depth perception, persistence of vision, and optical illusions.

Aim: . To study some special features connected with the sense of sight.

Development:

Concepts and Understandings

1. .Light entering the .eye is
focused by the lens onto the
retina.
.Nerve endings (rods and....
cones) in the .retina sense

the light.
.The signals of the nerve
endings are transmitted to
the brain by the optic
nerve.

2. Two eyes side by side give
us a special advantage in
seeing.

44.

Procedures and - Activities

Demonstrate: Chart and d.issectible model of

.the eye.

Elicit: (briefly) Functions of.

.cornea

.lens

.retina

.optic nerve

Pupil Activity: Finding the "blind spot" of
the eye. See The General Science Handbook,
Exer. 1540.

Elicit: Blind spot is the point on the retina
through which the optic nerve leaves the
eye, therefore no sensing rods and cones

are there.

Pupil Activity: Making a jigsaw model of the
eye; see The General Science Handbook,
Exer. .1537.

Pupil Activity: Look through a stereo-viewer
with both eyes, then with one eye.

Elicit:
.What difference is observed?
.Which picture is preferred?
.Why:

Advantage of having -two eyes

stereosc pie vision) . See -The General

Science 1 ndbook, Exer. 1543.



Concepts and Understandings

3. We sometimes see things dif-
ferently from the way they

really are.

4. Displays are often designed
to take advantage of our
"mistakes" in seeing.

t
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Procedures and Activities

Elicit: Value of stereo vision in

.using tools

.walking along the street

.driving a car

Demonstrate :. Depth, perception, using -home-

made depth perception box, or Health

Education Department equipment.

Demonstrate: -
.Large cards with standard geometric illusions.-

*Looking into .a mirror - is the image really

behind the mirror?
.Persistence of vision. See The General .

Science Handbook, Exer. 1545 - relateto
moving pictures and television.

Pupil Activity: Making flip, booklets. See

The General. Science Handbook, Exer. 1546.

Display: Pictures to 'illustrate material of

the discussion that follows:

Dishuss:.
.Creation of the illusion of depth in window

and floor displays:
?Inwardly curved store display windows that

.gi appearance of no window (no reflec-

ions sidewalk or street).

.Clothing atterns, e.g.; small and large

patterns, r stripes, that appear to make

the wearer, aller, shorter, thinner, stouter.
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Business Topic: Working in a Store

Science Topic: Light, the Silent Salesman

vUnit,11 - Good Lighting

Time: 2 to 3 lessons

Aim: To study the characteristics of g igd lighting in stores and at home.

Development:

Concepts and Understandings Procedures and Activities

The factors that go into "good

-s lighting" vary with the aim to .

be achieved.

1. Good lighting of displays. Discuss: Some factors that make for good dis-

play lighting:
.proper overall brightness
.direction of attention where wanted,-by

use of special lighting, flashing, or chang-

ing lighting, front, _side, or rear light-

ing, and color.
.proper use of textures and surfaces, to

achieve desired reflection and absorption

of light.
.avoidance of deep shadows.

Demonstrate:
.Brightness at the light source. Use wax-

foil photometer to Observe relation between

brightness and wattage of bulbs. See Lab.

Manual, p. 1752 Taffel, A., Physien: Its

Methods and Meanings. Rockleigh, N.J.:

Allyn & Bacon, or see Physics Handbook,

Exer. 3.63.
.Light on the object diminishes rapidly with

distance from the light source. (optionally, -1

may be taught accurately as varying inversely

as the square of the distance). See Caivo &

Wayne, Fundamentals of Applied Physics, p. 296.

Albany, N.Y.: Delmar Publishers. If carried

out in a darkened room, with case taken to

avoid stray light, the light intensities at

various distances may be measured with a

light meter.
.Effect of directional lighting. In a dark-

erred room, test effect of lighting faces from

front, then from side. Light familiar ob-

jects, e.g., Bunsen burner, platform balance,

etc., from front, side, and rear. Invite

speaker from Drama Club to .talk on mood

lighting.
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Concepts and Understandings Procedures and Activities

2. Good lighting at ho

C.

lb

it

Pupil Activity: Draw a plan for a window
display'of a particular item of merchan-
dise or serviff(e.g., toys, an air
conditioner, a trip to Hawaii,. etc.), Tell
what kinds of lights, direction of lighting,
colors, and textures you will use. Wh did

you make the choices you did? ,

0

Demonstrate: '.Set up a desk-with a amp to

.
illustrate good and poor light* for

reading.
1

.Direct light toward, pupil's eyes instead of

book. Then correct at direction of class.
.Use an unshaded :lamp to produce glare, then

shade lamp properly..
.Use a frosted and unfrosted bulb.
.Use bright light on book, with no light in
the rest of the room. Then correct by im-

.proving balance.

.Place lamp tp4pupil's shadow falls on book.

Then correci:;'

Elicit: Som6 rules for good lighting at

home.

I

_s
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Business Working in an Offii,e''

Science Topic.: Power for Office Machines

Unit 1P - The Flow of Electricity (Electrical Currents)

Time: 6 to 8 lessons A
Aims: . To study the flow of electricity (currents). ,

. To learn which substances hAp or hinder the flow of electricity

(conductors and insulators).

. To undexistand the reasons for the use of 'series or parallel circuits.

. To learn how various types of switches are used.

To.understand.the need for fuses, and some safety practices associa-

ted with them.

Development: /

Concepts and Understandings

1. .An electric current is a
flow of,electrons.

2. The path along which the
electrons move must be
cont4uous (a ciOsed cir-
cuit).

A break in any pdrt of the
circuit stops the current
in all parts of the

4. 'Electrons flow easily
through some substances
(conductors). They flow
with difficulty, or not
at all, through other sub-
stances (insulators).

Procedures andActivities

xlActivityDemonstrateari A
simple circuit. The General Science

Handbook, Exer. 1N1.,
'Open and close switch
.Disconnect and reconnect dry cell

'Pupil Activity: In connection with above
activity, allow time for practice in
.cutting, stripping insulation, splicing,
and taping bell wire.
.setting up a simple series circuit with
dry cell, switch, and flashlight lahp.

Film: Electric Circuits; (12 min.) available

from BAVI Loan Collection.

Demonstrate: Conductivity tester. The
General Science Handbook, Exer. 1222.

Pupil Activity: Make a list showing, in
order, the conductivity of the various
materials tested.

Elicit:
.Which of these materials do we use because

of their electrical properties?
.What are some devices in which these
materials arc used?



Concepts and Understanding

5, Circuits may be in series

or in parallelt
.Meaning of each
*Advantages and disadvan-
tages of each
.Uses of each in homes and .

Offices.c

*4
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Procedures and Activities

Chalkboard: Show a bridge joining an island
to the mainland, then a second, parallel

bridge. What is .the effect of blocking

the only bridge? Of blocking one of the

two parallel bridges?

Demonstrate: Electrical analogy with paralel
circuits... Sec Physics, Its Methods and

Meanings, p. 398.

Demonstrate and Pupil Activity Series and

parallel circuits. The General Science

Handbook, Exer. 1210, 12114 1212, and

1213, or Science Grade 7 Lon Form,

pp. 88,90. Curriculum Bulletin No. 14,

66-67 Series, Board of Education, City

of power failure in` overuse;

failure of 1965.

ect: Electrical quizzer. The .

9ener Science Handbook, Exer. 1223.

Film:_ S s and Parallel Circuits (13 min.);

availa from BAVI Loan Collection.

6. s hes of various types
e used as a safe and con-

venient means of starting
and stopping electric cur-

rents.

7. A fuse is a special kind

of switch that operates
automatically to protect

is eirruit from too much

euxrent.

Demonstrate:
.Knife switches
.Wall switches (what advantage do they

have over a knife switch?)

.Bell pushbuttons (why better for the

purpose than a wall switch?)

.Flashlight switch (which of the above

switches does it combine?)

.Thermostat (bimetallic strip)

.Mercury switch (what advantages over

ordinary wall switch?)
.Solenoids (why are they used?)

.Three-way switches (what advantage do they

offer?) The General Science Handbook,

Exer. No. 1219, 1220. .
'.Common types of switches used in office

machines and appliances.

Demonstrate: Need for fuses. Show heating

effect of current, using heating coil.

Touch a match to the coil.

Demonstrate: How fore: work. The Gr14..ral

Science Handbook, Exer. 1229, 1230, and 1231.
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Concepts and Unde3rstandings Procedures dhd Activities

Demonstrate: Fresh and burned-out fuses of

various types, minibreakers, curcuit

breakers.

0

a

Bibliography:

Teachers

Discuss:
.short circuits from fraying wires, faulty

connections, etc.
.overloaded circuits by excess of electrical

equipment on line
.overloads from power source'
.need to ascertain cause of outage before

.reconnecting power.

11

PUpil_Activity: On prepared rexograph sheets,
draw diagrams to show connection of various

'types of electrical equipment. Use proper

symbols. The General Science Handbook,

Part 1, p. 61.

Taffel, Alexander. Physics, its Methods and Meanings. 'Boston:

1969, Chap. 23, 24.'

Beauchamp, Wilbur. Science is Explainilv. Glenview,

& Co., 446 250-270.

- .

Pupils

Pamphlet: How Man Put-Electricity to Work.

l Irving Place, New York, N.Y. 10003.

Pamphlet: Electricity and Wheels. General

Illinois:

Allyn & Bacon,

Scott, Foresman

Consolidated Edison Co.,

)

Motors, Detroit, Mich.



Business Tojic: Working in an Office

Science Topic: Power for Office Machines

Unit 13 --Electromagnets and RcApas

Time: 2 to 3 lessonp

Aims: . To review the principles.
To learn the principles,

Development:
2

Concepts lind Understandings

I. (Review) A flow of electri-
city in a wire produces a
magnetic field around the
wire. The magnetic field
disappears when. the flow

stops.

.

2. (Review) The strength of
the magnetic field may be
increased in various ways:
.coiling the wire
.increasing the current in
the wire
.inserting an iron core'into
the coil of wire.

3. Electromagnets have, many

uses.

4. Relay: and similar devices
arespecial kinds of elec-
tromagnets, used for open-
used for opening or clos-
ing switches, activating
circuits, carrying greater
or lesser currents, or con-_
trolling the flow of liquids
by actuating valves.

of electromagnetism.
operation, and uses of relays.

Procedures and Activities

Demonstrate:
.A magnetic field exists around a current-
oarrYing vire. See Physics, Its Methods and
Meanie s) pp. 416-17, also Science, Grade 7,

Form, p. 119:-
:Make and break circuit to show appearance
and disappearance cif magnetic field.

Film: Electromagnets (10 min.) available from

BAVI Loan Collection.,

' Demonstrate: Attempt to pick up wire brads
----7-----n

*with uncoiled and coiled wire;.by increasing

the number of dry cells used in series; by
inserting an iron core into the coil. See

Science, Grade 7, Long Form, pp. 118-125.

Display:
.Pictures of lifting electromagnets in auto
junkyards, steel industry, etc.
Some devices based on electromagnetism, e.g.,
solenoid, galvanometer, electric motor, tele-

phone, etc.

Demonstrate:
.Use of relay to control a second circuit. See

The General Science Handbook, Exer. 3231.
.Circuit breaker. See.The General Science

Handbook, Exer. 3230.
.Electric chimes.
.Solenoid. Sec Thycicc Handbook, Exer. 4.42.

e,



- a

;
..

Concepts and Understandings Procedures'and Activities

Displig: . -
s

.Solenoid from.*ashing machine, used to

actuate water valves
.Automobile voltage reg,itlator (relay) .

7

Discuss: Some other uses or relays:

.In computers
sElevator pushbuttonp
'Photoelectric door openers

.Automobile startipg motors

ot.

I
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Busin:= Topic: Working ih an Office.

ScikencP Topic: Power for Office Machines
- 1 .

44

Unit 14 - Electrical Generators and Motors

Time: 5 to 7 lessons

. Aims: . To learn how electricity is generated mechanically.

. To learn some .'3f the uses of electric motors in offices.

. Tc learn how electric motors operate.

Development:

Concepts and Understandings Procedures and Activities

ELECTRICAL GENERATOR

1. (Review) A wire that is
carrying an electric c
rent is surrounded by a
magnetic field.

2. An electric current is in-
duced in a wire (or other
conductor) that is moved in
a magnetic field.

3. The strength of the induced
current may be increased in
several ways:
.By increasing the speed
with which the conductor
and/or the magnetic field
is moved.
.By winding the conductor
into a coil.
.By increasing the strength
of the magnetic field.

4. The direction in which the
induced current flows depend';

on the'direetion'of the-reldL.-
tive motion of conductor and
magnetic field.

(Review) Recall demonstration in Unit 13.

Film! Electricity: How' It Is Generated;

--(11 min.) Available from BAVI Loan Col-
lection.

Demonstrate: Induced current. See The General
Science Handbook, Exer. 3214; or Olivo &

Wayne. Fundamentals of Applied Physics,
p. 219. Albany, N.Y.: Delmar Publishers.
(k center-needle galvanometer must be used.)

Demonstrate or PnpiliActivity: Observation of
of increase in galvanometer readings (same

set-up as in demonstration above) as
.The wire sr magnet is moved more quickly.
.Moie turns are made in the coil.
.A stronger magnet is used.

Demonstrate or Pupil Activity: Observation of
change in direction of induced current as
motion of magnet pr coil is reversed.

Elicit:
.A current flowing in one direction is a
direct current (DC).
current with a back-and,forth motion is

an alternating current (AC) .



Concepts and Understandings

5. A magneto' is designed in a
way that allows a coil of

many turns to move at high

speed in a strong magnetic
field.
.The main parts of the mag-
neto are:
afield magnets
b.armature (coil of w re)

c.slip rings
d.brushes

6. Generators can be designed
to produce either AC (by

use of slip rings) or DC
(by use of a split-ring cam-
mutator).
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Procedures and Activities

I

Demonstrate: Operation of hand-cranked magneto,
feeding a neon lamp. With slow turning,--the

plates of the lamp glow alternately, indl--
eating an alternating current.

Elicit:
.The reason for the alternate glow is the

alternating current, or AC. '

current whiCh flows in one direction only

is direct currentror. DC.

Demonstrate: Dismantle an automobile generator,

or a bike-light generator, and identify the \-

main parts.

Demonstrate:
.AC-DC demonstration generator joined to

oscilloscope to show wave pattern in AC, DC

.Flow of current via
a. slip rings
b. commutator

Ch: kboard: Diagrams to explain flow of cur-

ent via slip rings, and via commutator.

Eli it: A commutator is'an automatic built-

reversing switch.

Pupil Activities:
.Construct a home-made generato . 'See Buban

and Schmitt, Understanding Ele tricit and

Electronics, pp. 227, diagram 37-1 WGraw-
Hill, New York; N.Y.)
.Demonstrate the operation of

4
hand-generator

flashlight
.Report on advantages of AC, DC

.The advantages and disadvantages of various

methods used for generating electricity:
steam, hydro, nuclear.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR

7. Nearly all machines in the
modern office arc powered
by electric motors.

Visit: Business Practice Department Office

and classrooms, general office of the school.

Pupils make lists of machines used, function,

and way in which they are powered.

Display and discuss: Pictures of

puter centers. Elicit variety
electric motors, make lists of

of:fices, com-

of uses for
uses.

ti-
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Concept: and Understandings

8. (Review):
.A coil Carrying a current
acts as a magnet.

.The magnetic poles of a
coil may be reversed by
reversing the current.

9. Like magnetie poles repel,
while unlike poles attract.

10: An electric motor is based
on the alternate attraction
and repulsion of magnetic
poles.

the DC motor an arma-
ture (coil) turns, as a
commutator causes it to
reverse polarity in the

field of a permanent mag-
net or an electromagnet.

. 1111 the AC motor the refer-
sal of polarity is caused
by the alternations of the
current, so there it no
need for a commutator.
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Procedures and Activities

Demonstrate:
electrified coil acts as a magnet. Brine

oil of copper %il-re near compass. Observe
feet when 'Coil is connected to dry cells.

Repeat with suspended bar magnet in place of

compass.
.Reversal, of poles,.by,reversal of coil con-

nections-to dry cells.

Demonstrate: Attraction and repulsion of mag-
netic poles, using suspended bar magnets.

Repeat with two suspended coils. See The

General Science Handbook, Exer. 2212.

Discuss: (review) - Action of the commutator

---lchalkboard diagram)

Pupil Activity: Distribute St.-Louis motors;
pupils identify magnets) armature, commu-
tator, and-run motorson low DC voltage.

Demonstrate: Conversion of DC motor to AC,

using dual type demonstration motor.

Pupil Activity: Construct.a simple motor.

See Euban and Schmitt, Understanding
Electricity and Electrons, pp. 282, 390;

or The General Science Handbook, Exer. 3236.
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Business Topic: ''eking in rui Office

//
Science-Topic: for Office Machines

Unit 15 - Machines 0, f Map us to C011111111/11 Cate

Time: 10 to 32 lessons

Aims: . To examine-the ways A which-electrical and electronic cgmmunicatine

devices are used in offices.

. To learn how these devices work, and the principles on which they

are based. .

Patla=12L

Concepts and Understandings

1. Mbdern offices depend on a.
variety of electrical and
electronic devices for fast
communication.

I

.

2. The telegraph (little used
today)
Principles:
.based on electromagnetism
.long distances require
large current, but relay
circuits eliminate this
problem.

Adveintages:
.simple equipment
.economical
.fast (compared to trains
or Pony Express

Disadvantages:
.Sender .and receiver must.
be joined by wires - a
break stops the apparatus.
.Operators need special
training in code.
.Transmission.is slow.

Procedures and Activities.

Discuss: Some deviDes.for communication, dis-
playing devices or pictures of them:

.telegraph

.teletype

.telephone (including data transmission)

.rE2iotelephone (autos, boats)

.intercom systems

.public address systems

.tape recorders and other dictating machines

.radio

(Review): .principles of electromagnetism
.principles and uses of relays

Demonstrate:
.Working model of telegraph key and sender.
Identify switch, electromagnet, cells, wires.

.Morse code, as class watches chart of code.

Send some words in code for deciphering by the

class.

Eli ci f:
.Need for relays over long distanceS.

.0peration of relays.

Pupil Activity:.
.Building a simple two-way telegraph system.

See The General Science Handbook, Exer. 2252.

.Building a relay. See The General Science

Handbook, Exer. 3231.



Concepts and Understandings

3. The teletype

Adtb-nts over telegraph
.Ne training in coda
.Very' fast
.Provides. written redera

The telephone - permits in-
sta9t vocal communication
over long ori short. distances.

It is also used in trans-
mission of photographs and
diagrams, and of data for

computers.

Principles:
.Souild (vibrations of air)

is changed to an electric _

current, then back to
sound.
.The strength of the cur-
rent is made. to vary by
changes in the resistance
of the circuit (initiated

in the mouthpiece)
The varying current causes
vibrations in_a diaphragm
(receiver). These vibra-
tions in turn cause air vibra-
tions or sound.

5. Intercom systems
.Intercoms work on the same
principle as the telephone.
.They are usually limited to

a small number of stations.

.The transmitter and receiver

are combined in a single

.An amplifier is used to in-

crease the volume of the sound.

6. Public addres:i systems
.Essentially one-way Inter-

co=
.Great amplification avail-

able
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Procedures and Activities

Discuss uses of telet e:

.Public communication (e.g., Western Union)

.Linking of branches of a. firm

.News,-financial, sports, etc., reporting

.Airltne, hotel reservations (Telex)

Pupil Activity: Report on ways which busi-

ness firms make use of teletype equip-

ment.

Discuss: Uses of telephones in offices.

Visit: Arrange class trip to local telephone

exchange-;

Visual Aids: The telephone company pro-
vides films and other aids.

Demonstrate:
.A telephone circuit, with visible evidence

of the current. See The General Science
Handbook, Exer. 3245.
.Principle of the telephone transmitter
(mouthpiece). See The General Scieue
Handbook, Exer. 3246. Review factorrg in-

fluencing the strehgth_of an electromagnet.
.Principles of the telephone receiver.
Pupils are allowed to'feel the vibration of

the diaphragm in the old type of receiver.

Review production of sound by vibrating

bodies.
.Demonstration of the operation of a switch-

board.

Discuss: Places and situations in offices in

offices in which intercoms are useful in

preference to telephone.

Demonstrate:
.Intercom system. 1

.Sound-powered telephone made by hooking up

two telephone receivers. Compare to inter-

com, which has an amplification device

added.

Demonstrate: Public address system, or a

bullhorn.

Elicit:
.Office situations in which P.A. systems are

valuable.
.Need to avoid disruptions by excessive use.

.Need to speak from a written or mental

"script ", to avoid creating confusion.



Concepts and Understandings

7. Tape recorders. These and
similar devices are an impor-
tant means of giving dicta-
tion for later transcription.

Principles:
.In making the tape recording,
sound energy is changed into
electrical energy of a fluc-

tuating pattern.
.The fluctuating- electrical
energy is recorded as vary-
ing intensities of magnet-
ism on a magnetic tape.
.In playing back the tape, the

varying intensities of menet-
rism are ehanged.into'electric
currents of varying strength.
These currents are then changed

to sound.
.Established magnetic patterns'

be.erased by passing the
tape through a fluctuating
magnetic field.
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8. Radio and television are
serving an increasing
number of uses in business

offices.
.Radio telephone communi-
cation between offices and

salesmen, executives, and
truckers on the road.
.Security user,- of radio
(walky-talky) and tele-
vision in'patrol and
scrutiny of plant.

Procedures and Activities

Elicit:
. Types of tape recorders, uses for enter-

tainment and business. k 1

. Some situations in an officein which ute

of tape recorders is important.

fReview; Demonstration in lesson on tele-

phone, in which sound was changed to an

ekectric current.

Demonstrate: -

-.Use of oseilloscope'to show changing of

sound to electrical current.
.Prepare a series circuit with a telephone

transmitter, dry cells, and lamp. Note
fluctuations in brightness of lamp when
talking into transmitter.

Demonstrate: Making a magnetic impression.
Use a magnet model of the type used to
illustrate the molecular nature of mag-
netism (many small rotatable bar magnets).

Pass a magnet over the model, causing new

arrangements of the small magnets. Com-

pare to magnetic rearrangem6nt in tape.

Compare tape to piano player roll.

Demonstration: Magnets of different
strengths produce currents of'different

strengths. See The General Science
Handbook, Exer. 3214.

Recall: (from lesson on telephone)
Fluctuating currents are used to produce

sound.

Demonstrate: Magnetize and demagnetize u

steel rod, using a demagnetizer (de-

gausser).

Discuss: Uses of radio and television in

business.



Concepts and Understandings.

Principles:
fluctuating electric cur-

rent generates electromag-
netic waves, which may be
transmitted through space
without the use of wires.

.Electromagnetic radiation
can induce an-electric cur-

rent in a conductor.

.Induced currents are changed
to sound by. the use of an
amplifier and a speaker.

.Telelsion is based on
changing light to electri-
city and electricity back
to light. The television.
camera changes varying
light intensities to a
fluctuating electric cur-

rent.

.In television, as in radio,

a fluctuating current is
transmitted through space
without the use of wires.

.The television camera "scans"

the object, converting vari-

ations in brightness to a
fluctuating electrical cur-

rent.
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ProCedures and Activitie

am

Demonstrate:
'Transmission of waves from an induction

coil to a receiver. See The Ceneral Science

Handbook, Exer-.-3248.
.ElectrOmagnetic induction. Relate to trans-

mission of energy without the use of wires.

. See The Physics Handbook, Exer. 5.11.

. Demonstrate: Reception of electromagnetic

energ' by a receiving coil. See The

General Science Handbook, Exer. 3747.

Demonst to or -Pupil Activity: A simple

r o receiver. See The General Science.

g dbook, Exer. 3250.

Rad': A demonstration radio setup..

Demonstrate:
.Lightmeter (Photoelectric cell)

.Crookes tube containing a fluorescent
screen showing deflection of beam with ,

magnet.
;Oscilloscope
See Physics Handbook, Exer. 5.13

Demonstrate: Refer to or repeat demonstra-

tion in Sedtion 8 of this unit.

Demonstrate: Scanning. See The General

.
Science Handbook, Exer. 3253, 32547--



Business Topic: Working for a Transporting Company

Science Topic: Power for Transportation

Unit 16 - The Internal Combustion Engine

'9 to 6 lessons

Aims: . To grasp the importance of the internal combustion engine in our

everyday living.
. To study the principles underlying the in

. To examine some special types of internal c

. To appreciate the problems of air pollution caused by widespread

use of internal combustion engines.

rnal combustion, engine.
ustion engines:

Development:

Concepts and Understandings

1. The internal combustion engine
plays an enormously important
job in every aspect of our
lives.

2. To obtain controlled burn-
ing of the fuel, certain con-
ditions must be present in
the internal combustion engine:
.The fuel must be finely div-

ided (spray).

.The proportions of fuel and

air must be correct (explo-

sive mixture).

.A fuel must be at a certain
temperature (kindling tem-
perature) before it will 4

burn.

t

Procedures and Activities

Elicit:
.14Caning of "internal combustion engine" one

in which burning (combustion) is carried

out internally.
.Ways in which our lives are influenced by

the internal combustion engine:
- automobiles, trucks, buses, motorcyclos

- airplanes, both propeller-driven and jet
.-engines in boats and many ships
-small pumps, lawn mowers, snow throwers,

etc.
.Modifications that would be required in

our lives if there were no internal combus-

tion engines.

Demonstration: Air (oxygen) is needed for

burning. The General Science Handbook,

Exer. 1404.

DemOnstration: Explosive mixture. The

General Science Handbook, Exer. 3320.

Demonstration: A comparison of the kindling
temperature of several substances. The

General Science Handbook, Exer. 1409.
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Concept:: and Understandings

.The fuel must be burned within

an enclosed space to harness

the wafted power.

3. Internal combustion engines are
designed to meet all the re-
quirements of Section 2 (above).

4. An automobile moves because
the power of its engine is

applied to turning its
wheels.

Procedures and Activities

Demonstration: Project a cork from a toy
ealcftmcarbide cannon OR

Boil water in a lightly
stoppered test tube so stopper is shot

out of test tube. Caution!

Demonstration or pupil Activity: Study a
sectioned carburetor, or a chart of one.

Elicit:
*Formation of fuel spray
.Mixing of fuel and air to form an explo-

sive mixture

Demonstrate: Model of a four-stroke cyc3ie

gasoline engine&

Elicit:
.Fuel is raised toward kindling temverature

by compression.
.Fuel burns in an enclosed space (dylinder).

.Steps in the four-stroke cycle.

Display,: Some portable parts of an automo-

bile engine: carburetor
spark plugs
piston
valve

Pupil Activiy:
.Demonstrate the operation of a model air-

plane gasoline engine.
.Build a "breadboard" type of model (with

moving parts) of a one-cylinder gasoline

engine.
.Visit an automotive shop (school or com-

mercial).

Pupil Reference: A Power Primer (General

Motors Corp., Detroit, Mich.) A

Demonstrate:
.The friction clutch. The General Science

Handbook, Exer. 3335.
.The fluid drive. General Science Handbook,

EXer. 3336.
.Variable gear ratios. General Science

Handbook, .Exer. 3310.



I

oncepts and Understandings

5. A widely-used type of in-
te al combustion engine
is le Diesel engine.

Principles of iesel engine

operation.
1. No ignitivn s stem or

spark. plugs.

2. Higher compression ratio.

7. Internal combustion engines
play W large part in the

formation of air pollitants.%
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Procedures and Activities

Discuss:
.Advantages and.disadvantages of the Diesel

engine.
.Widespread use for trucks, ships, heavy

machines.
.Often used to generate electricity to pro-

vide the power for motion, e.g., in Diesel-

electric combination locomotives or ships.

Film: The Diesel Story; (19 min.) Available

from BAVI Loan Collection.

lleautration: Show he 1,s_ ,produced when

air is compressed in bicycle pump whose

outlet is blocked.

Discuss: High compression of air in Diesel

engine heats air to a temperature at which

fuel injected into cylinder ignites.

Pupil References: Diesel, the Modern Power

(General Mbtors Corp., Detroit, Mich.) -

free.t
Teacher Reference: Crouse, William.

Automotive Mechanics. New York: McGraw-

Hill.

Discuss:
.Problems of air pollution. See Science,

Grade 3, pp. 82-88, Curriculum Bulletin

No.-20, 1967-68 Series. (Bureau of

Curriculum Development, Board of Education

of the City of New York) (Two units on

air pollution). See also A Primer'on Air

Pollution. (Mobil Oil Corp., 150 E. 42 St.,

New York, N.Y., 10017.
.What can inftviduals and companies do to

reduce pollution?
-building superintendents
-airlines
-industrial concerns
-operators of autos, buses, trucks
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Business To4ic: Working for a Transporting Company

Science Topic: Power for Transportation

Unit 17 The Steam Engine

Time: 1 lesson

Aims: . To study the principles on
. To appreciate the historic
the reason for its present

Development:

Concepts and Understandings

1. The steam engine is an
external combustion engine.

oaf

2. Principles:
.Any-fuel may be used.

.The heat from the burning
fuel is used for boiling
water in pipes within a
closed tank (boiler); the
water changes to steam.

.As more steam is produced
and rem:Lins confined, its
pressure builds up.

which the steam engine is based.
importance of the steam engine, and
decline.

Procedures and Activities

Demonstrate : Operate a working model of a

Display: Pictures of ancient automobiles,
both steam and gasoline-powered; elicit
differences in means of power.

Elicit:
.Waning of external combustion; compare with
internal combustion.
.Industrial Revolution based largely on
availability of massive power from steam

engin?:\
.Decreasing uge ofesteam locomotives and
other steam engines today - refer-to loco-
motives seen in old moving pictures.
.Continuing use of steam engines for gener-
ating electricity.

Elicit:
.Variety of fuels that may be used, depend-

ing on av ability, convenience and cost.

.Increasing us of nuclear energy to supply
.

the heat for m lng the steam for generating;

electricity.

Demonstrate: Boil water in pot to show
lifting of lid by steam.

Elicit:
.Boiling water is changed to steam.
.Pressure of the steam lifts the lid.

Demonstration: Use pressure cooker or auto-
clave with pressure gauge to Slaw increase
of pressure within the vessel.



Conec ts and Understundings

.The pressure of conf':ned

steam can do work.
%

3. Steam engines are now out-

dated for many purposes they

formerly served.

Procedures and Activities

Demonstration:
.A if-ore-shotl' steam engine. Boil water in a

loone3y stoppered test tube. Stopper is

projected' from the test tube. Caution!

.Working model of Hero's Engine, or a pic-

ture. See The General Science Handbook,

Eiear: 3333.
.Rotation of the waterwheel by playing a 5

stream of steam against it. Relate to

- turbines used for powering ships and gen-

eratrkeelectricity.
*Cutaway model or chart of steam recipro-

cating engine, to analyze steps in its

operation.

Discuss:
.Inefficiency - large loss of heat energy in

exhausted "waste" stew.
.Large space requirements for boilers.

.Need for constant replacement of water.

.Time needed for building up working pres-

sure of steam.

Pupil Activities:
.Display and discuss pictures or models of

various kinds of steam locomotives.

.Discuss reasons for better service by newer

power sources in transportation'(Diescl,

Diesel-electric, all-electric).



ElEinsal12LE: Working for a Transporting Company

Seienc Topic: Power for Transportation

Unit 38 - Flight

Time: 5 to 7 lessons

Aims: . To examine the benefits and problems of large-sealecivp. aviation.

-. To study the principles of flight. \

Development:

Concepts and Understandings

I. The airplane touches our
lives in many ways.

2. TO fly, an aircraft must be

a) held up by the ajr_Ilift)
b) eontkalable
c) propelled

a) Lift.

.Moving ait can lift objects.

In activity above, lift re-

sulted from a lessening of
air pressure over the paper,
while the pressure underneath

it remained the samy.

.1n a stream of air, the air

pressure drop:; as the velocity

of the st&am increases.

dt

Procedur&s and Activities

. Discuss: Benee12,and problems connected

with avia ion. ?

.Fast- travel d eommun cation

.Cheap travel or long di tances

.Provides an opportunity r people from

distant regions or countries to know each

other.
.Fast delivery pf certain indlitrial pro-

.

ducts and perishable foods.

.Casualtiep of war, especially ng civil-

ians, are greatlydinereased by ae ial bom-

bardment. ,

.Noise and air pollution axe increased. ,

.Traffic problems near airports are created.

Film: .Airplanes and How They Fly; (11 min.)

available from BAVI-Loan Collection.

Pupil Activity: Creati a 1 ft with sheets

of paper. Sec The Gene Science

Handbook, Exer. 2301, 2'02A.

Pupil Activity: Lowering air pressure with-.

in an air stream. See The General Science

Handbook, Exer. 2302B.



a

Concepts and Understandings

.The curved shape of an air-

plane wing.(in.cros-section
causes air passing over the.

wing to move faster than the

air that passes under the .

wing. Air pressure on top is
lessened, creating lift.

I

L.

'1)) Controls of an aircraft. An

aircraft must be capable of

-climbing and descending .

-banking (Milting) left and

right
- turning left and right

Procedures and Activities

Display: Cross-sectioned wing of model

plane or a chart.

DemonStNte: Lift obtained from 1.curved

wing-to.:_ See The General Science
Handbook, Exer. 2303.

Elicit: -

Partieles of air move over and under the

wing.
.Particles.that,happen to move over the

curved top of -thewing must travel a longer.

path than particles that move along the

underside of the wing.
.Both groups of particles reach the back of

the wing at the same time.
.Therefore, the particles at the top must

have moved faster than those underneath,.

creating,a lower air pressure above the

wing, and so, a lifting force.

Demonstr4e:_ The difference in air pressure

on the upper and lower wing surfaces re-

sults in a lifting force. See The General

Science Handbook, Exer. 2308.

Pupil Activity: (Laboratory)
.Functions of rudder%and elevators. See Thr--

General Science Handbook, Exer. 2324.

.Functions of ailerons. Gener Science

Handbook, Exer. 2325.

a

6

/Ns

Demonstrate:
.Large model plane, with clearly visible

'control surfaces.
.(If available) Wind tunnel demonstration

of model plane.

Elicit: Functions of
.stabilizers
.vertical fin

.elevators

.rudder

.ailerons .

` Puzil Report: The avtomat

Film: Problems,-6T 1°:;i0t;

able from BAV1 Loan Col

is pilot

C

(10 min.} -41va;1-
lection.

- 0



Concepts acid Understandings

c) Propulsion

.An aircraft must be pulled
or pushed forward to move
along tide ground and through

4. the air.
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J

.A turning propeller or jet
engthe pushes backward (action),
producing a forward motion

4 : (reaction).

I

.Rockets operate like jets,
but they carry their own
oxygen supply.

Procedures and Activities

Demonstrate: Action and reaction. Pupil .

steps forward off'a wheeled dolly (action),
and dolly rolls backward (reaction).

Demonstrate: Thrusting action of a propeller.
See Genera Science. Handbook, Exer. 2309.

Elicit: On a plane,
.Propeller pushes air backward (action).
.Air pushes.forWard on propeller (rca^tion).

.Propeller (and the_attached plane) are

thrust forward.

Demonstrate: Principle of the jet. See

General Science Handbook,/Exer. 2314.

Elicit: .

.A gas (carbon dioxide) is formed by the
interaction of vinegar and soda.
.The pressure of the gas forces the cork out
of the bottle.
.Nbvement of the cork (action) results in an
opposite movement (reaction) of the bottle.

Demonstrate: Inflate a toy balloon and
release it.

Elicit:
.Air rushes from balloon (action), causing
opposite motion of balloon (reaction).
.In jet engines, burning fuel produces great.
volumes of gases, which are thrust backwards
from the engine at enormous speed (action).

Engine (and the plane it is attached to) are

thrust forward (reaction).

Film: Jet Propulsion; (14 min.) - available-
from BAVI Loan Collection.

Display: Models and pictures of rocket en-

gines.

Elicit:
.Basic difference between a jet engine and a

rocket engine.
.Need for rockets in outer space propulsion.

Diseucr:
.Space probes to moon and planets
.Manned flights to moon



Concepts and Understaudinos Procedures and Activities

The helicopter - a special
kind of aircraft.

Pupil. Activities:
.Build a model. rocket or jet engine
'Demonstrate a toy water powered "rocket"
.Report on the pioneer rocket work of
Robert Goddard

Film: Rockets: Principles and Safety;

--(11 min.) - available from BAVI Loan

Collection.

Elicit:
.Appearance of helicopter in flight
-no wings
-small vertical rotor at back (or two big

counter-rotating rotors on top)
.Special, advantages of helicopters
-ability to rise and descend vertically
-ability to hover in one place
-ability to fly sideways and backwards
usefulness in conStruction;- police work,
military uses, etc.

Demonstrate: A home-made "helicopter rotor".
General Science Handbook, Exer. 2319.

Display: Model or large picture of helicopter.

Elicit:
.Engine turns big rotor(s). The wing-shaped

cross - sectional structure of the blades is

the reason lift is created.
.Rotor can, be tilted slightly forward, back-

ward, or sideways, acting like a propeller

to pull the craft in those directions.
.Rotor blades can be pivoted to offer more
or less lift, so craft can rise, descend, or

'hover.
'Small rotor at back prevents craft from

swinging around as a reaction to the turning

of the big rotor (torque). In some craft

two large counter-rotatinz rotors eliminate

the need for the small rotor.

Film: The HelicopLer: (10 min.) color; avail-

able from BAVI Loan Collection.
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Business Topic: Worhing in a Service Industry

Science Topic': Science at Work in the Auto Service Station

Unit 19 - Petroleum and Liquid Fuels

Time: 4 to 5 lessons

Alms: . To learn how gasoline is produced.

. To learn why the character i sti.cst of

desirable fuel for motor vehicles.

. To study some other fuels and their

Development:

Concepts and'Understandin6s

1. Motor vehicles depend on the
distillates of petroleum for
fuel and lubricants.

.Fractional distillation of
petroleum yields ma;ly use-

ful. prodi:cts.'

.The yield or c,asoline from
the dil-Aillution 5s increa2ed
by various methods.

4'

casoline make it a

characteristics.

Procedures and Activities

remonstrate: Distillation of,petroleum,
using electric heater. (CAUTION!). See

Chemistry and Petroleum, p. 12 (Amer.

Petroleum Inst., 1271 Ave. of the Americas,

N.Y. 10020).

Disillay: Various petroleum frictions -

.gasoline .grease

.ke.rosene' .vaseline

.fuel oils .paraffin wax

.lubricating oils .road oil

. asphalt

Elicit: Uses of the various fractions of

petroleum distillation.

i'-i :i ins: (available from DAVI. Loan Collection)
.Petroleum (30 min.) (Chemistry Course Series)

.Crude Oil Distillation (13 min.)

Demonstrate: Use molecular models to illus-
trate craci. i ng, polym.:riy.ation, and hydro-

genation. See Chemistry and Petroleum,

p, 13, 14.

Film: Gasoline and MItnr Fuels (30 min.)

(Chemistry Cour::( .;f,:rics) Available from

BAVI Loan Collection.



Concepts and Understand i ngo

2. Gasoline and Its Characteristics

.Gasol i ne is a tie;..,irablc i%otoi
vehicle fuel be

-abundant
-volatile
-easily ignited
-relatively inexpensive
-easily portnble
-productive of little
solid waste

.Gasoline is contributing sub-
stantially to air pollution.

.Modern high compression en-
gines require gasoline with
special properties to pre-
vent knocking )premature ig-
nition resulting in tapping
noise in engine).

.Gasolines tire rated on the
basis of a standard to :t fuel
which is given the rating of
100 octane.

."Dry Cap." (alcohol) is used
diss.olve any water that, may

be prer;ent in c,a:-,oline to

prevent fuel lines fro:;;

fre(.?:inc.
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Procedures and Activities

Discus s: Demonstration shown on p. 5,
Power Primer (free from General. Motors,

Detroit, Mich.) A safe demonstration,
employing illuminating gas in place of
gasoline, may be found in The General
Science Handbook, Exer. 3324.

Discuss: Review Unit 16, Sec. 7
.Required anti-pollution devices on new cars
.Carbon monoxide poisoning
.Attempts to develop non-pollutintand
tric cars
.What the individual can do - avoid running
engine when parked, keep engine-n good
adjustment, etc.

Chalkboard: Show cause op engine knock.
Stress possible damage to engine. Sec

A Power Primer, p. 21.

Display: Advertisements promoting gasoline
containing teixacthyl lead (ethyl), TCP,
etc., to reduce knocking.

Discuss:
.Avai lability of two or more octane rated
gasoline: in most stations.
.Meaning of octane ratings.
.Need for higher octane gusolincs in higher-
compression engine :;.

Demonstrate:
.Immiseibility of water in gasoli
.Miscibility of water in alcohol
.1.3urn alcohol to demob; Irate combustibility

(CAUTION!)

Elicit:
.Water may ref. into ra;:oline.in underground
tanks, or by condon;:ation of water vapor

in auto tan :.

.Watv (9.:ptid in rreelnr, can blocs}, fuel

line.
.Freezing point of alcohol is much lower than

that, of water.



V Concept: and Understandins

3. Common fuels and their char-
acteristic:;.

.A fuel is a material that
burns readily and Is rela-
tively inexpel-n:ive.

.Various facto
.choice of fuels.

-availability
-cost
-convenience
-ease of ..tranuox'tation

-storage space available
-amount of heat given per unit
-disposal: of waste products

dictate our

Fuels may be solid, liquid,
or gaseous.

.To burn a fuel we noed oxy-
gen (air), and enough heat

to reacTh the kindling tem-
perature of the fuel.
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Procedures and Activities

Diszlay: some common fuels. Burn some of

them.
.wood .kerosene

.charcoal .butane (in lighter)

.coal .propane (torch)

.coke .methane

.gasoline

Films: P/ailable from BAVI Loan Collection
.Fue's - Their Nature and Use (10 min.)

.Our Corn 1 Fuels CE1 711777--

Demonstrate: Burn wad of paper, light
Bunsen burner.

Elicit: Comparison of merits or drawl,ucks
'of each as a fuel, in regard to cost, heat

produced, waste products, etc.

Pupil Activity: Find out what fuels re

used in heating the school, your home or

apartment, local bakery, supermarket,
factory, etc. Why are the particular
fuels used?

Pun Activi_ty: Make a list of all the fuels

you can think of. Classify them as solid,

liquid, or gaseous.

Demoru Oxygen is needed for burning.
.Insert burning splint into jar of carbon

dioxide.
.Cover a lighted candle with a Jar.

-Burn steel wool in air and in pure oxyc,on.

Elicit: Need for
fuel to burn.

oxygen (air) in order for

DcmornItnite: Kindling tQmpc rature must be

reached for iEnition. Boil water in

paper tray. See The (erwrn] Scienc'e

Handhon); 11456.

-Elicit:
.M.::aning or P.indling tempraturv.

.Exampl e.:; of 2ub:;-Lanec:.; with low and hir:h

tyinp'rai.urc.
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Business Topic: Working in a Service Industry

Seie,Ice Topic: Science at Work in the AUto Service Station

Unit 20 - Safety in the Sort* Station

Time: 3 to 4 lessons

Aims: . To learn about some of the safety haz

service station.
. To work out rules for working safely

Development:

Concepts and Understandings

Working in a service station pre-
sents many hazards to safety, if
the worker is not aware and pro-

perly trained.

1. Fire hazards
-many combustibles are a
necessary part of the
service station stock.

-spontaneous combustion 1:1

a possible

arch; that exist in the

in the service station.

Procedures and Activities

Demonstrate: Combustibility of petroleum

products.
.Burn two or three drops (no more!) in a

watch glass. (CAUTION!)
.Burn a small wad of oil-soaked cotton.

(CAUTION!)
.(Optional) Explosive mixture. Sec Unit 16.

Illuminating gas is used as the fuel.

Elicit: Safety practices vs. fire:
.Danger in smoking near pumps.
.Need to turn off ignition of cars being
refilled - where is the gas tank in most

cars? Where is the hot exhaust pipe?
.Need for grounding pumps.
.Need to flush away spills on pavement or car..
.Need for first aid supplies and knowledge

of first. aid.

Demonstrate: Spontaneous combustion. Sec

The Goner-a] ':;cience Handbook, Exer. 1419,

1420.

Elicit: safety practices
.Cetain materials undergo a chemical change,

with release of heat,
.Drvigrs in improper storaup rags soal :cd

with combustibles.



Concepts and Unr1(!rs Land inc-,o

-special kinds of fire ex-:
tinguishers are needed for
gas and oil fires.

,. Contact with harmful chem-

icals.

3. .I.nlInlation Uf Iiil2'm fIll chem-

icals.

. Pal i

.Movint; machine:ry

.Dropped objects

.1',urns
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Procedures and Activities

Demonstrate: Need for extinguishers which

use no water.
.Flammahle petroleum products float on water.

Ignite a small quantity of kerosene float-

ing on water.

.Usc of carbon dioxide to extinguish fire.

See The General. Science Handbook, Exer. 11147.

Display: Carbon dioxide and foamite extin-

guishers.

Elicit) Safety practices
.Why eater-containing fire extinguishers are

dangerous for oil fires.
.Proper locatioru for extinguishers.
.Proper types for oil fires.
.Use of sand in buckets.

Display: Samples of liquids handled in
service stations, in their original con-
tainers (e.g., dry gas, antifreezes of

various types, fuel oil, brake and trans-

mission fluid, etc.

Discuss:
.Precaution: to avoid contact with skin.

. Information found- on labels of containers,
regarding nature of contents, precautions

for use, antidotes.

DIVAIUSS:
.Liver and brain damage possible from inhala-
tion of volatile solvents (glue-sniffing).

.Relate to solvents and gasoline fumes, with

need to provide adequate ventilation in all

parts of the service station.
,Spcial problem of inhalation of carbon

monoxide exhaust (colorless and odorless).
Physioloc,ical effects of carbon monoxide.

. Nausea and disiness as symptoms of inha-

lation.

Elicit: Safety practices:

. proper ventilation of indoor areas with

windows, fans, and other exhaust devices.

'containers or volatiles closed or sealed

when not in 'use.

Pupil or Class Activity: A visit to a

Elicit: Areas of potential safety hanards

.Ftd trippim over object::

- care near pi

00 0 11 mid crease ::p111::



Concepts and Under;:tanding., Procedures and Activities

.Moving machinery
-hoists
-working on auto engine, with fan
blades and other moving par-Cs exposed

-cars slipping off improperly posi-

tioned jacks

.Dropped objects
-tire irons
-tools

.Burns and scalds
-hot engines
-opening overheated radiators

.Safety practices against all above hazards.

Pupil Activity: Imagine that you are the

manager of a service s ati responsible

for training a new work6r: Write a list
of do's and dent's of safety for the new

worker to study.
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Business Topic: Worhing in a Scry cc Industry

Science Topic: Scienee at Work in the Auto Service Station

Unit 21 - Friction and Lubrication

Time :. 4 to 6 lessons

Aims: *. To learn what friction is.

. To learn how the operation of a motor vehicle is affected by

harmful friction.
. To learn what can be done to lessen harmful friction in motor

vehicles.

. To study some characteristics of lubricants used in motor vehicles.

Development:

Concepts and Understtuidings

1. Friction is a force that
opposes the movement of one
object over another.

2. Friction is caused by
.Irregularity of surfaces
.Attraction between mole-
cules of the surfaces.

Friction may result in heat
and wear.

L

Procedures and Activities

Temonstrate: Work4.ng against friction.: See
The General Science Handbook, Exer. 1328.

Elicit:
.Word "friction" and its meaning.
.Where the friction occurs in this deit;on-

stration.
.Why the pencil rollers lessen the friction.

Demonstrate: Repeat demonstration of sec-
tion 1, above, over a pane of glass, and

over a sheet of sandpaper or other rough

surface.

Elicit:
.Roughness or smoothness f surface makes

for greater or lesser fr:ction.

Demonstrate: Some ways 11 which we increase
friction where desired:

.Adhesive tape, friction tape
,Sandpaper
.Rubber handles of tools
.Ridged metal, surfaces to step on.

Pupil Activity:
.Rub handsikorpther rapidly. Note sehsa-

tion of }F t.

.Sandpaper an irreLcular wooden surface.
Note heat, wearing down of wood.
.Use erwler to rub, a hole throur,h a iece

of paper. Note parLicies of worn-%m

paper and rubber.



Concepts and Understandings

4. We use various methods to
reduce friction where it is
undesirable.

.Smoothing .surfaces

J

.Use of bearings

Motor vehlele;; have
moving partc. They
properly lubricated
or grc.a;;ed).

many
must be
(oiled
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Procedures and Activities

Demonstrate:
.Strike friction matches
.Worn brake lining, tire tread, shoe heel
.Saw wood -note heat.

Elicit: fiction results in the evolution
of heat, and wearing-away of surface.

7

(Review): First demonstration of section 2

of this unit.

Elicit: Effect of smoother surfaces.

Demonstrate: Effect of lubricants
.Pupil rubs hands together, then repeats
after putting some liquid soap on hands.
.Pupils rub finger over plain pane of glass,
then over one which has had a few drops of
oil placed on it.
'Pupil rubs two sheets of sandpaper together..
Some grease is sandwiched between the
sheets, and action is repeated.,
.Devices that need oiling. See The General

Science Handbook, Exer. ,1331.

(Review): Effect of rollers in demonstra-
tion of Section 1 of this unit. See also
General Science Handbook, Exer. 1329, 1337.

Di s lay:
.Ball-bearing and learner's skates. Show
difference in ease-and duration of spin.
.Old ball and roller bearings.

Elicit: Actiin of ball and roller bearings
in lessening friction.

Teacher Reference: Automotive Mechanics, by

William Crouse (McGraw-Hill).

Display:
.Az many auto parts as possible for which
lubrication is necessary, e.t7., plston,
valves, crankshaft, etc. A]ternatitely, a
c] ass visit to the auto shop might be

arranged.
.Automobile lubrication chart.
.Some oils and teat sps used in lub 'cation.

Elicit: Reason for smoother movement of
lubricated surfacen.



Concepts .and Understandings

6. The engine of'an automobile is

-especially in need or careful

and frequent lubrication:

.Engine oil accumulates water,

sludge, and other impurities.

.Temperature chancres cause
changes in visco:lity of

oil.

.Detergent type oils help Lo

keep enr;ine part:: clean by

holdnr, eoht:or;liadt:: in ::us-

pension.

Procedures and Activities

Display:
.Used and fresh crankcase oil.

.Grit on a discarded oil filter.

.Service manual for engine.

Elicit:
.A rough count .of engine partS whose sur-

faces move over others.
.At 3000 r.p.m. some surfaces move back and

forth 50 times per second.
Aced for proper periodic lubrication of

crankcase. (oil chances)

.Need for oil filter.

Demonstrate: Comparison of viscosity of

warm and cold oil. Use electric heater

to heat lubricating oil. (CAUTION!) Pour

warm oil into one glass cylinder, cold oil

of same type into another. Drop steel.

ball into each cylinder.

Elicit:
.Which ball falls faiT&T-- -

.Which oil offers more resistance (greater,

viscosity)?
.Which oil will flow more readily into the

thin spaces between, for example, the piston

and cylinder?
.Why it is bad practice to start engine on

cold day and drive off immed'ately.

Demonstrate: Comparison of viscosity of oils

with various SAE ratings. Repeat demon-

stration with steel balls, with 3 cylinders

holding oils of SAE rating of 10, 20, and

30.

El icit:

.Which fall fulls fa::test? Slowest?

. Which oil lubricates best, when outdcAir

temperature is low? high?

Demom;trate: Eqw1;:ion rormrLtion. Add 15

drops or liquid soap to ^ inches of water

and c. inch or oll in a large teflt tube.

Otoppvr arg.14;41ni..-4. well.



. Cone(pts and UnderAandi nco

7. Grevxes are lubricants of
high molecular weight. They

are used where friction and

heat would cause breakdown
in oils,

r8

Procedures and Activities

Display:,
.Grease and grease gun
.Greased bearing, e.g., front wheel
.Imbrication chart, showing grease points

Class Activity: Visit to a service stajdon

to observe lubrication procedure.
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Busint.., Topic: Working in a Service Industry

Science Topic: Science at Work in the Auto Service Station

Unit 22 - Useful Friction

Time: 2 to 3 lessons

Aims: . To study som of the ways in which friction is of use to us.

. To learn how automobile brakes are designed, and how they work.

Development:
Il

Concepts and derstandings Procedures and Activities

1. Friction can b to us.

.In many everyd activities. . Demonstrate:
.Light a match.
.Walk
.Hold a pencil

.In operating an auioniobile.

2. Auto brakes are lasea on
the use of friction.

Elicit:
.Involvement of PLetion in each of above

acttvities.
.Involvement of friction in
-writing on chalkboard
-turning a doblohnob
-holding a bat
-throwing a ball
-sanding icy walks

Demonstrate: Operation of power transmission
pulley.(e.g., on an aquarium pump). Ob-

serve effect of belt that is too loose or

too tight.

Display:
.Fan belt
.Pictures of var4ous tire treads
.Clutch plate

Pupil Activity: Measurement of tire area in
contact with the ground. See The ac:neral.

. Science Handbook, Exer. 3311.

Elicit: Bole of friction in pulley: :, clutch,

tires.

ReCerc.nce: Jenflen, L. Relate_d 2cience in

Automotive. Trades. Albany, New York:

Delmar Publications.



Concept:: and UnderstanciIngs

3. Brakes are operated through'

a hydraulic mechanist.

'.Theso hydraulic mechanimis
are based on -Local's Laid:

Any pressure jpplied to an
enclosed fluid is trans-
mitted equally in every dir-
ection without loss.

vf.

.1401"use devices designed to
employ enclosed liouids as

a means,et multiplying an
applied force (mechanical

advantage).

Hydraul c brakes mu] t iply

the force xerL(.d on the

brake pecl[d.
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Procedures and Activities

Demonstrate: Brake drum and shoe,. See (11

General Science Handbook, Exerl. 1331.

Pupil Activity: Principle of the brake..

See The General Science Handbook,

Exer.-1332. _

Demonstrate: Principle of the disc brake.

See Crouse, William. Automotive Wehanics,

p. 677, (McGraw-Hill). ,

Discuss:
.Analogy of use of rubber-soled sneakers in

sports.
.Role of friction in brakes.
.Comp6sition and characteristics of brake

linings.'
.Standard and disc brakes.

Demonstrate: Pascal's Law.
.Tap one end of a water-filled pipe that is

stoppered at both ends. How do we know the

pressure was transmitted?
.Piston and flask. See Olivo & Wayne,
FundTnentalg of A ?lied Physics, p. 1142,

TEam Publicatiops, Albany, N.Y.).

.Princi e of the hydraulic brake system.

The C neral Scienie Handbook, Exer. 3356.

Demonstrate and display charts:
.Hydraulic press \
.Hydraulic. jack

Discus: using chart r:

.Car lift
-.Barber-e4vir

Elicit:
.In the above devices, force is applied to 4

piston of small area.
.The force is transmitted by a fluid to

piston of large area.
.The small piston moves a lare,,c di2tance,

moving the large piston a small dintane-.

.Force is multiplied.

.5

')

Di spiny nnd d i : Churc. of Yydraulle

brake system, err which small. fc,rec-aiplied----

by foot is multiplied to o-a large Vorec
.

operating on .he brake shoes.
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, Concepts and Understanc ings Procedures and Activities

6

a

Display)
.Application of pressure to all four.bfakes"
.Characteristics of brake fluid -
- non - corrosive - Why?

-low freezing point - why?
-does not evaporate readily - why?



Business Topic: Workinc, in a (.1erviee Industry

Selene(' yopic: Science at Work in the Auto Servieecation

Unit ;v-i - Tires

Time: 2 to 3 lessons

1

Aims: . To learn how tires are designed.
. To learn why particular materials are used in making tires.

. To learn same aspects of proper tire care.

Development:

Concepts and Undcrl3tandings

1. Today prielunatie tires are used
almost universally on motor
vehicles.

Rubber has many chaacter-
istics that/make It desir-
able for use in tires.
.non-porosity
*elasticity
.wearresistance
. good fr4ction rating
.repairability
. strength
.low cost

Many improvemonts have been
made i n t i re des i and

mate ri

.Synthetic rubber in

place of natural. mull". r.

Procedures and Activities

Display: Pictures of old motor vehicles
equipped with solid rubber tires.

Demonstrate: Drop a solid tire and wheel
(from a shopping cart or lawn mower), and
a pneumatic tire and wheel (bicycle) to
show difference in "bounce".

Elicit:
.More comfortable ride with pneumatic tires.
.Less wear on motor vehicle.

Demonstrate:
*Elasticity. inflate balloons, stretch rubber

bands.
.Repairability. Get a pupil to demonstrate
how a bicycle tire is repaired.
.Friction. Have pupils pull weighted shoe
with rubber sole, and another with leather
sole, across table.

Display:
.Pictures showing tapping of rubber trees.
.(In season) - break leaf of milkweed plant
to show secretion of "rubber".

F.i Tm: Rubber in Today's World. (11 min.)

Available from BAVI Loan Collection.

Dernontat: Production of synthetic rubber.
.100 mi. 1;yrthetie rubber latc.x, 400 ml.
water, i6N hydrochloric acid added t;rad-

ually. Squeer.e coagulated rubber into ball

and wash.



Concepts and UnderStandinC,S

-no dependence on foreign
sources.

-longer wearing.
-more resistant, to deteri-
oration.
-some types of synthetic
rubber:

Buna S
Buna N
Neoprene
Thiokel

.New types of ply cords in-
crease strength and wear-
ability of tiros.

.Reduced wear on tires by
radial positioning of cords
(radial tires).

.Tires are tesigned for maxi-
mum traction (friction), quick
stopping, and quiet ride.

4. Proper tire care is important
for economy and safety.

.)
of tires are measured

in a special way. The first
figure, 6.50), is the
cross-sectional distance
across the widest. part of the
tire. The second figure,
(e.g., 13) is the diamotcr of
the auto wheel wi.thout, the
tire.
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Procedures and Activities

.(Altrnate method) - Dissolve 10 g. flowers
of sulfur, in 14 g. or sodium hydroxide,
4100 ml. of boiling water. Decant dissolved
sulfur. Add 20 ml. ethylene dichloride,
with stirring, at 80°C.

Discuss: (optional) - Steps in production
of synthetic rubber. See Materials and
Processes by Kohn and Starfield
(Macmillan, 1952), p. 448.

Demonstrate: Cords in cross-sections of
tires (prepared in Shop Depct).

Display: Pictures and advertisements of
polyglass tires.

Discuss: Cords of rayon, nylon, polyglass.

Display: Pictures of treads, to include snow
tires and studded tires.

Discuss: Friction and tires
.Wearing away of tires; fast starts, exces-
sive costs.
.Safety problems , reduced friction on ice.

Demonstrate: An inflated mounted tire.
Pupils use pressure gauge to take read-
ings.

Elicit: Proper pressures result in longer
tire life.

Demonstration: (optional) by auto shop
teacher. Elplanation of tire repair and
mounting. ti

Display: Tire advertisements, giving dimen-
sions of tires. Relate tire sizes to
costs of tires.

Ptlpi 1. Activity: Measure dimensions of old
tires, or tires borrowed from auto shop.
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Busino:Is Topic: Working in a Service Industry

Selene(' Topic: Science at Work in the Auto Service Station

Unit 21r - Batteries

Tilme: 2 to 3 lesson.1,

Aims: . To learn how electricity may be produced by chemical action.

. To study the design, operation, and proper care of the
automaile storage battery.

Development:

Concepts and Understandings Procedures and Activities

.Battery Electricity (12 min.)
Available from BAVI Loan4Collection.
.The Story of the Modern Storage Battery
(free) Ideal Pictures of Ohio,

2110 Payx\le Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

NOTE TO THE MACiaiR: Sections 1 to 5, following, are iddXitical with the material
to be found in Science ,Level. I Correlated with Industrial _Careers T. The sec-

tions are printed here for the convenience of the teacher. The material should
be reviewed briefly, if the cla.s. has already taken Industrial Careers Science.

If not, the work should be presented fully, and reviewed in Industrial Careers

1. An electric current can be
made tc flow through a wire
connecting two different,
metals (electrodes) dipped
in a conducting solution (the
electrolyte).

2. The use of two different hinds
of metal provide:; a more active
and a less active mota1.

DSIonstrate: The lemon cell. Insert a
penny and a. dime part way into a sectioned
lemon half. Coins should face, less than.

inch apart. Attach millivoltmeter to
electrodes. Class observes deflection of
mater. Repeat after carefully rinsing
coins, using distilled water in a beaker.

Discuss:
.Pure water is not a conductor.
.The acid in the lemon is a conductor
(electrolyte).

Demonzlrate:
Into a tent tube half-filled with dilute
sulfuric acid, drop a 1" x !" strip of
copper. Note rate of activIty. Repeat
with similar trips of zinc and macnesium.

Elicit:
.Bubbics are an indication of activity.
.RanLinif of the three metals in activ ity.

. Mean I ni or ac t, ty n MC t: .



Concepts and tinders Landings

3. The mere active metal loses
electrons. The electrons
travel througINthe wires of
the circuit. Their movement
is the eleQtric current.

4. The current flows from the
source of electrons (the more

active metal) (cathode) toward
the less active metal (anode).

5. Voltage may be Inereas::d by
adding more cells (series).
This is a. battery.

6. Copper-zinc cells have sev-
eral disadvantages. They
.cannot be charged
.polarize readily
. are unwieldy

7. Lead storage batteries are
used in automobiles because
they
.can provide a large cur-
rent for a short period (for

starting erigino).

. are rechargeable by the gen-
erator or alternator of the
car.
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Procedures and Activities

Demonstrate:
A voltaic cell, using a battery jar, strips
of ziuc and copper, dilute sulfuric acid,
and a voltmeter. ,

Elicit:
.Zine is more active than copper.
.Sulfuric acid is a conductor (electrolyte).
.The circuit is complete: zinc, wire, meter,
wire, copper, electrolyte, zinc.

Demonstrate;
Direction of current flow by reversal of
leads, causing reversal of meter pointer
deflection.

Chalkboard diagram and discuss:
.Direction of flow of the curretit.
.Meaning of anode, cathode.

,pemonstratc:
Rook up two lemon cells in series, or two
zinc-copper cells.

Elicit:
.Voltage is doubled

Demonstrate: Disadvantages of the copper-
zinc ee.;1.

.Bubbles of gas form in working cell; relate
to drop in voltage.
.Note erosion of zinc.

Reference: Free wall charts and manual on
storage batteries. ESB Brands,
2000 E. Ohio Bldg., P.O. Box 6949,
Cleveland, Ohio 44101.

Display:
.Cutaway auto storage battery
.Chart of battery parts

Discuss: Advantages of the lead storage
battery.

*rechargeable
*reasonably compact and durable
.capable of providing heavy current for a

short time
.(optional) Chetistryof charging and dis-

charging phases



Concept. ;1 and Undo .:Itandings Proctdure and Activitie:;

8. Proper car anc 11:U1(111.1W,

needed to prul on 'battery

life and aor,ure :lafety.

Dcmon2traio:
.Corrorive action of dilute sulfuric acid

On :41nes Corro;:ive action of concentrated
ulfuric acid on a wooden splint. Relate

to effect of spilled electrolyte on hand e.,

cloti s and auto parts.

.Use of by .ter .o tf_,st charge.

'Proper use of .ry charger.

.Voltage tester.

Rules for safety and proper care

of batteries.
.Keep level of electrolyte at correct height.

.Avoid dropping.

.Maintain correct charge.

.Avoid spilling electrolyte on hands, cloth--

ing, or car parts.
.0bserve polarity when connecting battery.
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Busines Topic: Worl 7,1g in a Service Industry

Sciencc Topic: Science in Cleaning and Laundering

Unit, 2 1. - Solvents and Detergents

Time: 3 to 4 lessons

Aim: . To learn. how solvents and detergents function In launderi n

and cleaning.

Development:

Concepts and Understandings

In laundering and dry cleaning
substanrcs are used that act to
dissolve dirt, 'grease, and vari-

. ous stains from clothing.

1. Water will dissolve a greater
number of substancen than
will any other 11(1.113 d. It is

known as the "universal sol-
vent".

2. Soap:: and dc!t.criLk....11+,..:.7. f't.u!:!t. i on

by em/L1 I f.1e ati on .

3 Coup cannot, ei:Iu1:71,fy well

in hard wnter. Dctrc,crit,2

overcome prof

Procedures and Activities

Note to the teacher: The activities of
Sections 1 through 5 are well-suited for a_
full - period laboratory lesson. A second
ful2_ period may be used for the stain re-
moval laboratory, Section 6.

Film: Washinc: Soda, Soa and Synthetic
Detergents. (30 min. (Chemistry Course
Series) available from 1WTI Loan
Collection.

Denstrate: Substances that will dissolve
in water. Dissolve salt, sugar, copper
sulfate, alcohol, and tincture of green
soap.

Elicit:
.Meaning of soluble and insoluble.
.Water dissolves many substances, and is
therefore valuable in removing them from NI.

clothing.

Pupil Activity: Emulsifying action of soap.
See The G('nerNi Icience Handbool:,

Exer. 236, 2437.

Elicit:
.Action (emulsification) of soap on oil
droplets.
.Value of emulification in washing.

Pupil Activit.y: I)ctyrg and hard water.

.Add ten drop :: of soap solution to two inches
of calcium chlorldr, solution (hard water),
in test Shake.

us I ug ci i stilled water.

. Repeat 1.12 i nu, u. comm, rei aI, tieI erirT1 T1

tl.C.1t2 of t..110 ::crap.



Concepts and Understanding:;

4. To hasten stain removal,
enzymes are often used with,
or included. in, detergents.

Bleaching is used in both
laundering and cleaning.

6. Water cannot always be used
as a solvent. In such cases,

.
dry cleaning is necessary.
.Some substances are insol-
uble, or only slightly sol-
uble, in water.

.Some fabrics are ruined by
water.

..No water -1s, used in the dry

cleaning process.- Solvents
such as naphtha (flammable),
and carbon tetrachloride (nov-

flammable) are among thwe
most commonly used.
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mq.

Procedures and Activities

Efleit:
.Effect of hard water on soap.
.Effect of detergents in hard water.

.
Demonstrzay or Pupil Activity (optional):

Softening hard water. See The General
Sc a ce Handbook, Exer. 2439.

Demonstrate mpuLLAstlylia: Place two
inches of a dilute starch suspension in
two test tubes. Add saliva or diastase
to one test tube. Note clearing action.

Elicit:
.Nature of enzymes
.Effect on starch
.PQssible value of enzymes in a detergent,

in breaking up stains,
.Experience of pupils and families in use
of enzyme-containing detergents.

Demonstrate or Pupil Activity: Bleaching

action. See The General Science
Handbook, Exer. 34i4, 31450.--

Demonstrate: Attempt to dissolve in water:
camphor, olive oil, benzene, chlorophyll,
gum.

Elicit: (review) - meaning of soluble,

insoluble.

Demonstrate: Soak a piece of silk or satin
cloth in hot water. Allow to dry.

Elicit; Unsuitability of water for clean-
ing some fabrics.

Demonstrate: How safe are cleaning sol-
vents? See The General Science Handbook,
Exer. 3451.

Reference.:; :

.U.S. Gov't Printing Office -
Booklets on .cleaning and washing.
.N.Y.C. Board of Education, Home Economics
Syllabus; Grades 7,3,9.



Concepts and Understandings Procedure 1 and Activities

Laboratory Leal:Ion: Stain removal.
Prepare a mimeographed sheet with dir-
ections for stain removal, along tie line
of thc directions which follow:

HOW TO REMOVE SOME COMMON STAINS FROM CLOTHING

STAIN PROCEDURE

Blood Sponge stain or soak in cold water. Then wash fabric in- warm

soapy water.

Grease Rub with detergent.then wash in hot water. If not completely

out, rub the stain with cleaning fluid.

Ice Cream Sponge with cold water. Then wash in warm soapy water.

rass Sponge stain with alcohol, then wash.

drinks Sponge stain with cool water. If cloth is w ite, dip into a

chlorine bleaching solution for one minute. Rinse. If cloth

is colored,-pour glycerin on it. Let star, for half-hour;-

then rinse.

Fruit Spongewith cold water at once, then wash. If white, use a

Chewing gum

bleach. Do not iron, or stain will set.

Soften the stain with white of an egg, then wash in lukewarm

soapy water. Gum may also be hardened with an ice then

rubbed until it crumbles.

Chocolate Scrape off as much of the chocolate as possible. Then wash in

warm soapy water.
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Business Told c: Working in a Service Industry

Science Tc2,pic: Science and Restaurant Operations

Unit 26 - Pest Control

Time: 1 to 2 lessons

Aims: . To understand
to man.

. To study some

. To appreciate

Develorment:

the dangers thateinsect and rodent pests present

of the ways used to control pests.
the safety precautions in the use of pest controls.

Concepts and Understandings Procedures and Activities

1. Insect and rodent pests are
undesirable because

.they are vectors of many
human disedseE.

.many millions of dollars'
worth of food are lost each
year to insect and rodent
infestation.

2. Control of insects and
rodents requires several
steps.

.proper packaging and stor-

age can deprive pests of
their source of food.

?41'

Demonstrate: Allow a housefly or a roach to
walk across surface of sterile agar in
Petri dish. On another dish, repeat with

a laboratory mouse. Incubate. Show
colonies of bacteria.

Discuss: Insect and rodent borne diseases.
See Buchsbaum, R., Animals without
Backbones (University of Chicago Press),

and Zinnser, Rats, Lice, and History.

Display:
.Meal worms (obtainable at pet shops)

. Mites on lettuce.

Reference: Yearbook of Agriculture, 1952 -
insects (U.S. Government Printing Office)

DisVay:
. food tins
*clam.; containers

.waxed cartons

.(!llopharw film wrapping

.sealable

Discuss:
.Rele of proper packaging and storage in

. pest. control.

.Role of cicanliness.in pv::t. control.



Concepts and Understandings

.uric of qualified exter-
minators

.evidence of ix pre-

sence, and sure identifi-
cation of the pest.

to

Procedures and Activities

Discuss:
.Some modern insecticides (Oee Burpee Seed

Catalogue, Burpec Co. , Phila., Pa. 19132.)

*Dancers in misuse of insecticides. (See

Rouechel Berton, Twelve Blue Men and Other

Stories.)
.Types of rodenticides and their dancers.

Display. Chart of grasshopper

Discuss: Major parts of an insect.

Display and discus .:1:
.insect pest, evidel es - roach egg cases,

body parts.
.rodent evidence - droppincs, hair, nibbled

paper; mention odor.

References for Pupils:
..DcWaard, What Insect Is That? (American

Education Publications C.Tenter., Columbus.,

Ohio 43216.. 250;)

References for TOachers:

.Ross, H.H. How to Collect and Preserve
Insects (free) (Illinois-State Natural

Himtory Survey, Urbana, 111.)

.Yearl:ook of AFriculture 1 952 - insects.

Fpartment of Agriculture U.S. Government

Printing Office.
.Yearbook of Agrieullure, 1966-Protecting

Our Foods.
.Yearbook of Ac.riculturez 19';9-Food.



Non-Correlated Units

Two units not correlated with the work of Busiiiecs Careers are listed here.

The purpose of th-..e units, along with similar non-correlatedWnits in the

Health-and-induAtv-related science curricula, is to provide the pupil with

a science backgrow: comparable to that offered the general student in the

regular high school Cei once course:1.

1. A Unit in Evolution

See General Biology. Curriculum, Unit IX, "How Have Living Things Changed?"

(Board of Education, Bureau or Curriculum Development, Curriculum Report

#45/4 - 12/16/6..)

2. A Unit in Earth Science (Astronomy, The Solar System, Energy in the Solar

System, Man and Space). See Science Grade 9, Unit III. (Board of

Education, Bureau of Curriculum Development, Curriculum Bulletin No. 9,

1993-69 Series.)

S


